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Have a Tilt and

Senator Spooner Continues His Remarkable Speech.
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Washington, May SI. At the conclusion of routine business In the senate
today, consideration of the Philippine
bill was resumed. Beverldge of Inexcerpts of
diana, presented certain
testiriiony to the Philippine committee
and requested that they be printed In
Hoar
Record.
the Congressional
thought a compilation of that kind
ought to have the sanction of the Philippine committee and moved the matter
be referred to that committee. Beverldge said the widest latitude had been
afforded the minority in the publication
matter In the record and thought It
scarcely fair that objection be made at
his request. Allison hoped that Hoar
would withdraw his motion and made
some criticism of the Massachusetts
senator's action. As Hoar would not
withdraw the motion, Beverldge withlater
announcing
drew his request,
that he would read the matter and If
necessary would get it In the Record.
In resuming his speech begun Thursday, Spooner said that one of the weaknesses of the discussion and one of the
wicked elements were the fact that
there were two sides to the question.
to De no
He thought there ought
"It
"sides on. the Philippine debate."
is," he said, "a question which belongs
to the American people. It Is a probdanger,
lem of delicacy and of some
'and the weapon of no man and no party. It Is of Interest to all men of public and of private life to get the truth
without private opinion or party strife.
have not been In favor of permanent
said
dominion over the Philippines,"
Spooner, "but I do not mean by that,
that I have been In favor of the United
States running away like a coward and
abandoning the people who come under
our protection or the surrendering of
them to tyranny, anarchy and chaos."
a p to ron- Via
i
hoon
.
xie emuj tno H.n,PAM
wltn jiinnlmltv the admlS:
template
..I
as a state or
Diun u. tua 'Phlllnntnen
should be
states. This government
confined to this continent.
Quoting from the diary of Aguinalflo,
Spooner said that when the Philippine
be established
Independence would
an
Agulnaldo would go to Europe with
for
appropriation of a million dollars
expenses.
REDUCING THE AEMY STRENGTH.
Washington, May 31. By direction
of the presidont, Secretary Root Issued
a general ordor decreasing the strength
of the permanent army establishment
its make up
and changingI . the ratio In nivtnr
ItiailAfl
U
u ,Ua
mo nanaMl
t as provmau
regulalast May, to carry out the armyorder
of
tion law. Under the general
nf the armv
i, ,ntnl Qf.rAncrt.il
-- "o-last w
Iswas fixed at 77,387 men. The order
sued today reduces this figure to 80,497.
A MINORITY ISTHMIAN REPORT.
minWashington, D. C, May 31. The
on Isthority members of the committee
mian canals of the senate prepared a
report opposing the views of tothe majorshowing
ity. It Is directed mainly
the impracticability of the ofNicaragua
route, especially on account thethoPanadisturbances, and favors
ma route. The report will be presented
to the senate today.
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THE BOCHAMBEAU MISSION.
Dim

ar tettaelaetle

Today la

Reception
City of Boston.

.

Ike

Boston, May 31. Beautiful weather
of
prevailed here on this the last day
the stay In America of the members of
the French Rochambeau mission. Tomorrow they will sail for home on
the French battlejhip Gaulols. Today
they received a welcome from the state
of Boston
of Massachusetts and the city
.
.
X
ana xiarvaru uihyoisivj,. iutwi T)nGeneral
to
Brugrere,
thelot
the commander of the French army, and
ono of the delegates of the Freucb mis
sion had a leg woKenvoy acciuoni, wj- 1
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MADE A COOL MILLION.

Jaass a Pitttt, Merer sf Eraeeton Succeeded la
taraanaf May Oats. :.

Chicago, May 31 -- James A. Patlen,
mavor of Evanston, and a prominent
board of trade operator,
. today brought
I
t
mar
IO a SUCCRNSllli viusv a uuiuoi .u If.
oats which has dominated the oats.
The
fall.
prof-market since early last
Its credited to Patten on the deal are es-

J,
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timated at

l,000,000.
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FOUR HURT.

ONE KILLED,

k Fatal teMeet

ay a laimy Aetoatotlle la
IslaaS,

New York, May 31. One man was Instantly killed and four other persons
were hurt at Grasmere, Staten Island,
today, where the automobile speed tests
are being made to break the world's
records for on a mile. The man' killed
was Andrew Featherstone, assessor of
the Borough of Richmond. The accident was due to a runaway machine.

'

A Flood in Oklahoma.
Amadarko, Okla.; May, 31. In three
noun last night the Wichita river at
this point rose nearly 16 feet, carrying

on lowlands, and flooding the town to
the oeptn 01 lour icei, ur mum. j.
believed that no Uvea were lost.
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THE NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES AT SOCORRO.
NOTEWORTHY

UNREST

A bright, capable woman to
a large Arm. Aaareia . u,

travel (or
care New Mexican.
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THE COMMENCEMENT OF
THE SCHOOL OF MINES

THE

SPORTING EVENTS
Track

The Second Western
Meet on Marshal Field

Afternoon Brought Ont a
Large Crowd.
THE AMERICAN

POLO

TEAM

FIRST GAME FOffTHE

LABOR

at Chicago This

WON THE

"

1! Was

I

deport

"senate. '
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People

Strength of the

against the IstknlaaCaMi
f

A)

QUESTION

That Belongs to tne Waole

Probtam
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IHTER HATIOHAL

CUP

Chicago, May 31. Despite the weath
er forecast calling for "clouds and oc
casional thunder showers," a large
crowd gathered on Marshall Field today to witness the contest of the second Western Intercollegiate track meet.
Calculators on form picked out Michigan, Wisconsin and Chicago In the order given, but the probability of good
work by "Dark Horses," from some of
the smaller schools made the estimate
on the results very uncertain. The list
of the contestants is a notable one and
seldom has there been so much doubt
as to the winners of the particular
events.
Of the fourteen contests, ten
are in the doubtful column. There Was
which
scarcely a school represented
did not have a man on whom they re100
lied on the capture of the
yard
dash.
AMERICANS WIN.
London, May 31. The American polo
glish team by two goals to one. It was
the first of a series of games for the in
ternational cup.

officiaTmatters

WORLD

Special Correspondence New Mexican:
Socorro, N. M., May 20, 19U2. Today
in
The Strike in the Anthracite Coal Regions
lias boon a gala day for Socorro, the
in
Will Begin
Eastern Pennsylvania,
occasion being tho fostivltlcs connected
with the eighth annual commencement
Earnest on Monday.
at the Now Mexico School of Mines.
Never before did so largo and enthus-asti- c
concourse of the patrons and
LOOKS LIKE TROUBLE AHEAD friendsa of
tho Institution assemble to
manifest their interest in Its work and
progress. This was to be expected for
The Coal Companies Are Getting Ready to Import Men tho reason that the year
just closed has
been the most successful and satisfacaoa Have Sworn In and Armed Hundreds of Extra
tory In all respects In the history of the
The Teamsters'
Police.
and Iron
Coal
school. The attendance has been larger
and the facilities for work better than
Strike in Chicago.
ever before.
The day's festivities were begun with
Wilkesbarre, Pa., May 30. There Is the ball game In the morning betweon
Fe Centrals and the School of
every reason to believe that the pump the Santa
team.
Mines
Owing to tho defeats of
with
runners will respond
practical the
Fe last week there
Santa
at
latter
President
unanimity next Monday to
was a strong determination on the part
Mitchell's order to strike, unless gran- of tbe home team to redeem themselves,
ted the eight hour day and other con but the visitors won with apparent ease
ditions prescribed by the Shamokln by a score of 15 to 7. In the second
convention. That the operators do not game, however, bonois were made even
In a hotly contested struggle in which
propose to yield Is evidenced by the the home
team won by a score of 21 to
which
high fences, and barbed wire
! 20.
was a largo and enthusiastic
There
are placed around the collieries. Hu,n.r
TM,!S t frsiiti rod ami iron piniceim-j- i pre.sdtit to witness both games,
have been employed and are armed THE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES.
with revolvers.
o'clock In the evening one of
At
TEAMSTERS STRIKE IN CHICAOO. the eight and most select
audiences
largost
teamsters"
31.
The
May
Chicago,
ever assembled in Soccrroona similar
to
the
of
department
auditorium
filled
strike today spread
the large
occasion
teamsters working the Garcia Opera House to listen to tho
stores. Eighty-nin- e
for the Fair struck and it Is stated 400 literary exercises. The room was
decorated with the national colors
move men employed by the other big
and the yellow and white of the School
stores will be out by tonight. The
of Mines. Tho front of tho stage was
of It may be said to be practically
decorated with banks of
of the delivery of goods to handsomely
the shut-of- f
flowers. On tho stage were seated as
customers and the bringing In of new guests of the School of Mines, Hon. A.
stock. The department Btore teamsters A. Freeman, th" speaker of the evening;
union recently formed and affiliated Hon." Daniel 11. McMillan, Associate
organization is on Justice of the 5th Judicial District, and
with the national
Rev. Joseph McConnol; also the board
the same footing as the one at the of
trustees and the faculty of tho School
desame
the
make
men
The
yards.
After an earnest Invocation
for of Mines.
mand as the packers' teamsters
by the Rev. Mr. McConnel and a piano
and
wages
and
better hours
higher
duct by tho Misses Es'ella G'ecnwald
their recognition as a union. The ponce and Thuta Jones, a most excellent
which was enthusiastically
were called .to guard the Fair.
encored, Judge Freeman delivered the
TROUBLE AHEAD.
tho evening.
Pitt.tnn Pa Mnv 31. The Erie rail address ofFroaman's
addross was scholJudge
a train
brought
road
company
today
.
.
.
.
J;
repl'eto with earnest advlco to,
OUUj'H.n.,lalnna ham arly,
load --OI COIS, OeUUHlg
piuviaiuuc
men, and well received. It apand distributed them to the various young In full in this issue of the New
Si.vornl milks accompanied pears
1II.i.qii
Mexican.
the goods and a number of strango men
Tho awarding of diplomas and the
Manv englneors. liremen
appeared.
C. T. Brown Gold
of
presentation
mum
wuose
cuu" Medal was thethelast exercise on the
and pumpmen
nigm
clothes
their
took
working
this morning
regular commencement tnprogram. Dipaway from the mines.
the various
lomas wero awarded
courses by DirectorJFayctto A. F. Jones
District Court.
as follows: Preparatory, Elston Evorett
plaintiff, Jones; Surveying, Charles H. Shantel;
Upon the application of the
Nasarlo
vs.
Salmon
E. W. Eaton, Charles H.
of
N.
In the case
the Assaying,
Shamel, Haynes A. Howell, Elston E.
Gonzales, to enforce the contract for
sale of the Gonzales block on San Fran- Jonos. The Gold Modal, bestowed upon
v
cisco street for 810,000 to the plaintiff, the student showing the greatest
a receiver
during at least one full year's
Judge McFie today appointed
to collect the rents and to keep the work In assaying, chemistry, and metalproperty In repair pending litigation.as lurgy, was won by Elston E. Jones. The
medal was fittingly bestowed by F..C.
Judge McFle ' named Ellas Brevoort
Lincoln, Professor of chemistry, and acreceiver.
Ellison
Who ntunroo rnan nf Luclnda
knowledged by the recipient in neat
de Mares vs. Pablo Mares, from Santa and appropriate terms. A double quartet
Griltith, Sleight, Sayler
Fe county, came up today on exceptions by Mesdames and
Messrs. " Joseph E.
raforoa'a rpnort. The exceptions and Hilton,
tr.
and O. R.
Stansbury,
Klttrel,
Smith,
submitted.
and
were argued
afternoon Smith was well rendered and awarded a
, Tbe bids were opened this
4
nronfirtv Oil the iWUth hearty encore.
a na.lfra.i1n
fnv
iui
u tiijw iti.A nia7Br ini the nresence 01 THE COMMENCEMENT BALL.
The evening's exercises were followed
Judge McFle. The highestum bid was by
ball in
wo,vu..... by the annual commencement
George w hickox, who
vet beenmadebut which many couples of Socorro society
Nj formal award has
H is believed that the heirs will leave people and their guests from, abroad
the property go to Mr. Hickox.
took part. This ball is looked forward
to by the citizens of Socorro as the
MARKET REPORT.
chief social event of the season and the
occasion was probably never more thor.
MONET AND MHTAL.
enjoyed. The excellent music
n. Vnrt. Mav ai. Prime mcrca'n- - oughly
furnished by Professor DiMauro's orcent.
Silver,
4
H
per
tile paper,
chestra of Albuquerque, lent additional
eclat to the occasion, and insured their
, GRAIN.
receiving another call to Visit Socorro In
Chloaeo. Mav 31. Wheat, May, 72; the near future.
July, 72 72M.
A SUCCESSFUL TEAR.
Corn, May, ei;iuiy, 017&.
July, 40.
Thus ends the most successful year
Qats, May,
In the history of the School of Mines,
PORK, LARD, RIBS
Judged by numbers In attendance and
Pork, May and July, 17. 10.
nnniitv of work done. The facilities for
Lard, May, 10.15; July. 10.80.
Ribs. May, 9.82K; July, 9JiK
work were greatly Increased last Bum
9.75.
mer by the sale and least of public
.
STOCK.
lands donated to the Institution and by
Kansas City, Mo., May 31. Cattle, ro- the generosity of the '34th legislative ashas
celpta, 50.
sembly. This Increased revenue
jn;
n
v
.u
Mauve oeei Bieers,
hwn oxnended to the best possible ad
83.25
5.85;
steers
as and Indian
the present excellent board
$4.80; native cows vantage by
Texas cows, $3.00
who have lnsistea upon a
of
trustees,
nu
siocKers
52.75
and heifers.
In all matfMdera.t3.80 m S5.35; bulls, 13.00 3 conservative financial policy
6.II5.
ters pertaining to the management of
a)5.35i calves, J3.50
the affairs of the Institution. Too
A Oard of Thanka.
..t. oannnt he said In commendationof
I desire to sincerely thank the unIt Is the expectation
known friend, who so kindly remem- of this policy.
instill further greatly
bered to decorate the grave of my dear the board to
of
little boy tn Fair v Is w Cemetery May crease the facilities and efficiency
C W. Dubbow.
30th.
the school during the coming year.
prof--usel- y

MEETINGS OP TERRITORIAL
BOARDS.
On Monday, the Territorial Board of
Health, the Territorial Land Board, the
and
United States Land Commission
the Capitol Custodian Board will meet.
ATTORNEY FOR PUEBLO INDIANS
Judere A. J.' Abbott this forenoon re
ceived his commission as United States
special,, attorney of the Pueblo Indians
for New Mexico. The commission is da
ted Mav 23. and Judge Abbott took the
oath of office today, succeeding W. H.
for
Pope, who will leave next month
the
the Philippines, having accepted
position of Judge of the court of first In
stance recently established.
INCORPORATION.
The New Mexico and Northern Cat
filed
tle Company of Colorado, today
Incorporation papers. The Incorpora
tors are George F. Goerner, Irving F.
Greene, and F. D. Hunter. The capital is $200,000, divided Into 200,000 shares.
New Mexico headquarters on the W. S.
ranch tn Socorro county, with William
Butler as New Mexico agent. The diI. F.
rectors are George F. Goerner,
Greene, A. G. Cornforth, Jo'hn H. Denl- son an6T. D. Hunter.
'
BULLETIN NO. 14.
Says the San Juan County Index,published at Aztec, the county seat:
"The Index nresents this week some
svtrnrhi from bulletin No. 14 of the
TerrttwlaL Bureau of Immigration, be
ing a bulletin, devoted exclusively to a
fair and accurate write-u- p and resume
of the; resources of the county of San
Juan. ThlSj bulletin, Issued by the authority of, the territory of New1 Mexico, nrorrisea to do more ror tne aeveiopment of oiu- - county than any other pub
lication yet at hand. Its title page
Ran. Juan cou'ny as 'the best- watered of all of the counties of New
Mexico. A typical, agricultural ana
horticultural section In the arid west.
IndiBig coal veins and promising oil
cations.'
"Cuts of ranches, homes and scenes In
vnrinim nortlons of the county appear,
given as to the
and full Information
ad- various crops grown, the climate
or
vantaiFiM and conditions, methods
acquiring title to government lands,
topography of the country and much
other matters that will prove useful to
prospective Immigrants. .
"Fifteen thousand copies of the book
have been printed, and they will receive
distribution through Judge uranvuie
nf A step, the vice president
of the bureau, and through the Denver
Railroad
unA Ttlo Grande
Company,
Colonel Frost of Santa Fe, the secre
tary of the bureau, and In other ways
as may
and through other channels
seem best for the purpose. '
"The bulletin contains rorty pa jes,
ana
work, which Is first class, was
done In the Santa Fe New Mexican Job
rooms. Copies can be obtained at this
office free of charge and every eWien
should assist In the distribution or tins
excellent advertising matter In the
east and where tt will io the most
:
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THE SCHOOL OF MINES.
The New Mexico School of Mines Is
doing great work not only for the mineral resources of New Mexico, but the
whole southwest. Jt offers' a course In
chemistry, metallurgy, mining and civil engineering equal to that of any other sdiool of mines In the country. Short
special courses are also offered and
they have much to commend themselves to the busy young man or to the
prospector and practical miner. The
board of regents of the college is striving to make the school the best mining
college tn the west and has succeeded
so far that no better school of mines Is
to be found in the Rocky Mountain region. The main building is very substantially built of stone and is modern
In every respect. One wing of the new
building has been completed to be used
as a metallurgical building. The colfor
lege possesses modern machinery
testing ores and treating them, modern
apparatus for assaying, ore furnaces
and other equipments of an
school of mines. It Is well endowed with
public lands, the revenues from which
from the terrkory are used rot tw
maintenance and permanent Improvement of the college. The school strives
the promising
to attract especially
young men of the territory In order to
mine
make good chemists, assayers,
and
and managers
superintendents
geologists out of them, for there Is no
more promising field than New Mexico
for the trained expert In mining.
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
The board"of trustees is composed of
Juan Jose Baca of Socorro, president
C. T. Brown of Socorro, secretary and
treasurer; F. G. Bartlett of Magdalena;
J. E. Smith of Socorro; A. B. Fitch of
Magdalena, who all have the welfare
of the Institution at heart, Mr. Brown
especially, as secretary and treasurer,
devoting his lime and energy to make
the school the foremost school of mines
In the country
SANTA
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OF THE

NATION'S

CORRUPTION
HEROES

ST. LOUIS

IN

The Memorial Day Exercises and Parade
Yesterday Afternoon Were the Most
Impressive Witnessed in Santa To

for

The

Years,

Revelations

THE

WAS

AN

IDEAL

CROWDS

ON

THE

DAY

ONE AND

THE

STREETS WERE

Ire

Made By the Grand Jury

So Appalling

es lo Stagger

Belief.
LARGE

A

DEPLORABLE

CONDITION

Tha Momerlal Day exercises and parade yesterday were the most impressive
that Santa Fe has witnessed in muny The Public Treasury Has Been Robbed Systematical!'
yeais. The parade was Imposing and
Never Before Has Sa j
the Past Fifteen rears.
was formed In accordance
with the
Much Official Corruption
Been Uncovered
program published in the New Mexican
on Thursday. The entire route of parat Ont Time in tnr Cltr.
ade was lined with dense crowds of
people and at the National Cemetery a
St. Louis, Mo., May 31. The April
Here the
large multitude assembled.
beautiful ritual of the Grand Army of grand Jury which has been Investigatthe Republic was followed according to ing the municipal corruption with the
the program set for that day. Conspic- assistance of the circuit attorney, Jo
uous features of the parade were the seph W. Folk, made a final report to
three bands, the old veterans,
the day to Judge Douglas. The report says
while there may be corruption In'oth- Rough Riders, Company F Infantry of er
cities as great as we had here, yet
the National Guard, the Are departno place in the world and In no
ment, the United States Indian school in
known in history, has so much
time
scores
and
of
floral
the
wagon,
pupils,
official corruption been uncovered and
territorUnited
with
States,
carriages
See
uvldonoo ehaurn a tha all COUld
ial,' county ana city officials, old veterrevelations-Theserttnet t."wpe ami pa- and uvliTtand.
ans,have been so appalling as to De almost
triotic citizens.
byond belief and It will be years beDECORATION DAY NOTES.
fore the extent of the discoveries are
Judge John R. McFie as commander,
marched nt the head of Carleton Post, fully realized."
"If the affairs of St. Louis had been
Grand Army of tho Republic.
15
can properly administered for the past
Superintendent C. J.. Crandall
officials had been
of
the splendid years and if all the
well
be proud
there today would be enough
behavior of the pupils of the United honest, In
the treasury to put the pubmoney
in
who
were
line.
States Indian school
in repair, pave the streets
lic
buildings
Mrs. Wynkoop sent from Denver to
now unpaved, make sewers where none
the Misses Manderfleld a beautiful triband build the new buildings
are
ute to be placed upon the grave of her that made,
are so much needed. The high
Colonel
E.
W.
Wynkoop.
husband,
tax rate, the deplorable condition of the
J. M. Horn, storekeeper for the Sanpublic Institutions, the depleted state
In
on
ta Fe Central at Kennedy, rode
of the city treasury are the heritage
horseback yesterday to march with the left
by the officials who have proven
post.
traitors to the interests of the people
W. G. Ashdown of Cerrlllos, one of and trafficked their votes, Influence and
Price's Missouri Confederates, rode In official actions, to the city's detriment."
from Cerrlllos yesterday to turn out
LASTtGAS NOTES.
with the post. He never misses Carle-to- n
Post reunions.
Number of Indictments Returned
by the Terrltorla
scp- Captain Candelarlo Martinez,
Grane jury, inner items oi interest.
geant-majof Carleton Post, was unNew Mexican.
avoidably absent, having been called to Special Correspondence
Las Vegas, N. M., May SO. At the
the Pecos on account of the serious illmeeting of the Cattle Sanitary Board
ness of a relative.
S. Farns- Scores of people from surrounding of New Mexico this week, W.
an
was
Silver
of
worth
appointed
City,
settlements and towns were in Santa
of Aztec,
Fe yesterday to witness the Memorial Insnector. and E. R. Stewartwere
reapand T. A. Gray of Clayton,
Day parade and observance.
The board re
The Knights of Pythias and other pointed cattle Inspectors.
In the territory all In
fraternal organizations yesterday dec- ported the cattle
condition.
and
good
a
healthy
or
their
brethren
orated the graves of
Mrs. "W. H. Thompson Is seriously 111
relatives who died in recent years.
and Is not expected to live.
Captain John T. Forsh'a, one of the
charter The young son of E. Hooker Is a victwo surviving and resident
members of Carleton Post organized in tim of diphtheria. It Is the second case
in the past few
1883, missed Memorial Day for the first In Mr. Hooker's family
time, being confined to his room by Ill- months.
Dr. J. VT. Kenney of Mora, died at the
ness.
s.
Mor Rawlins House, Tuesday night of
The grave of the late Mrs. A.
He was) 34 years old, well
rison, Sr., was literally buried in blossoms yesterday, among them being a known and popular In Mora. He was
great mass of flowers sent by her sons burled on Thursday at 9 a. m. in rne
In Arizona and California.
new Catholic cemetery. His wife arCaptain Crittenden, .the custodian, rived from Canada last Saturday, and
keeps the National Cemetery In tip her husband's death was a great shdck
top condition. It has never before look- to her as he was apparently well when
she arrived.
ed as beautiful.
Despite his almost five score years,
Francisqulta Martinez and Bonifacio
Rev. J. L. Gay pronounced the Invoca- Salas of Plnos Wells, were married
Catholic
tion at the National Cemetery yester- Wednesday at the' Eastslde
church. The wedding party had tl Wsf
day.
yes- feast at the bride's home on Weane-da- y
The cavalry band played well
afternoon.
terday, In fact better than It ha9 ever
'.
COURT PROCEEC VGS.
played before. The band of the United
States Indian school also did splendidThe case of Cenon Maes, charged
ly and received much praise along the with stealing swine from B. F. Por- line of march to the cemetery, while sythe, and mak'.ig pork chopn Trom
the Capital City Band received a tre Hiom Tietd the court's attention on
mendous ovation.
.'Wednesday.
J. P. Victory, marshal of the parade.
In
flva
The
brought
jury
grand
desires to express his gratitude to Mabut the names of four art)
to
the
his
aides,
and
Muller
jor Fred
withheld because the parties Indicted
ladles who assisted so nobly, to those have not yet been arrested.
They are
those
to
all
In
fact
who gave flowers,
divided as follows: Two for larceny of
In
making
who In any way assisted
and sheep, one for cattle stealing, one for
yesterday's exercises memorable
assault on wife, and Simon Wiener ror
Impressive.
receiving stolen property, he being one
The Memorial Day sermon which was of the three men implicated In the
to Carleton
to have been addressed
robbery. Adolf Wieser and Nlsslm
Post, Grand Army of the Republic, at Menase. the other two. were Indicted by
has
tomorrow,,
church
the Presbyterian
the grand Jury on Tuesday evening, and
to be postponed again owing to the Ill- Wieser
pleaded guilty.
Moore.
It
ness of the Rev. W. Hayes
will be delivered as soon as Mr. Moore
flowers gathered In the hills The work
is able again to occupy the pulpit.
by
In : Falrvlew of love and patriotism was done
The floral decorations
yes- Major J. H Bogardus. He Is past Junand the Odd Fellows' cemeteries
of the department
terday were both' profuse and beautiful. ior vice commander
at of New Mexico, Grand Army of tho
As usual, the grave of soldiers
Wallace were decorated this year with Republic.
j... .
or

1

profi-cienc-

IN MEMORY

Baseball

Each

Team

Won

Game

One

at Socorro

on

inursoay.

Socorro, N. M May 29, 1902.
Special to the New Mexican.
The Santa Fe Centrals headed by their
popular manager W. E. Martin, arrived
last evening, and quartered at the Windsor Hotel.
They were escorted this
morning to the diamond, In carriages,
headed by the Sah Miguel band. The
following comprised the teams who
crossed bats:
School of Mines.
Santa Fe Central.
Pitcher.
Charles Rhodes
Chavej
. .Boy
catcher.
George Pasons
flnt base.. .. Aemllto Bcft
B. Lyon
second baseEdward Hale
Manuel Otero
W. Cavanaugh
Lynn Shirk.. ..third base.. A. Haynes
Howell
short stop..
H. Alarld
Manuel Alarld. .left ttld..Nepomuoeno Bca
Charles Catron..enterfleldtJ8usMMiiiM
O.
right field..
The score of the morning game which
was called at 10 a. m., was as follows:
Santa Fe Centrals l.r, School of Mines 7.
The game at times was very Interesting and exciting. The School of Mines
".earn lost several points by errors. A
good double play was made by Parsons
and onirK. oevorui huh uutuoB
AmAlin Rfto.a made a
nAn k TTiMuall
fine home run on a long fielder. Nepo- mucono ifaca maan a guuu ruuuuig
.....
A
Tho n.t.tAndn.nce w&S
UHV h...
UUVUII
large and the crowd cheered the Centrals
m all good piays.
Tha aftapniAn arn.mA was called at 3
team made
of Mines
m.... The. School
d.
.
,I t
F.
l,nl,Al
,
the tonowing cnanges;
Cavanaugh, first base; Amello Baca,
second base; Cook, third base; Howell,
shortstop; Chavoz, left field; Wilson,
center field; and Zlngerly, right field.
Tbe Centrals changed pitched four
times during the game. Fred Wilsonfour Innings which vlrpitched the lastfhA
immn In favor of the
..nll., nk.nff.il
School of MInf a team. .Good plays were
At
no KaB
maae oy severe. 01 lL.
uuyo, via
II I'll a U 86.
The
alilna uihlnVl HfAW frrARfc
score was as follows: School of Mines
so.
21, Santa Fe Central
i'hn Santo. Pa hnva ware flrrfi&tlv
them
pleased with the treatment given
oy tne socorro puop.e.
Dig-ne-

Hf

jjivt-um-

l
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A.

Health for

10

Cents.

A lively liver, pure blood, clean
skia, bright eyes, perfect health
Cascarets Candy Cathartic will obsecure them for you. Genutain
Never
ine tablets stamped
sold in bulk. All druggists, ice.
Dr BoM.' Bsartfo Pills eon all MoT UU. mv

ad

CCC

t.

men-lnsltl-

.

ld

,

Santa

fe

Several southern pemocratlc sena
tor have much to say upon the alleged
water cure by the
use of the
United States troops' In the Philippine
COWIPAW:
Islands, but they say very little about
the 2,800 lynchings of colored men that
In their bailiwicks during the
matter at occurred
past ten years. Circumstances alter

m mm

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING

Entered as 8econd-eYs- a
he Santa Fe Postofflce.

cases.

wbw Mexican Is the oldest newste ent to ev- It
Mexico.
New
ta
hpe.
has
ry postofflce In the territory, and
large and growing circulation among
he intelligent and progiesslve people
i
the southwest.
Th

.

SUBSCKIf-TlON- .

KATKii OF
JallJ. per weeK, by carrier
Oally! per month, by carrier
Oaily. per month, by mall
Oally, three months, by mall
Daily, J'x mowis, by mall
Daily, .ne year, by mall
Weekly, per month
Weekly, per quarter.
Weekly, six months
Weakly, per year

t

.25
1.00
1.00
2.00
7.60
25
76
2.00

SATURDAY, MAY 31.

Xew Mexico Demands State,
hood of the 5 7 Hi Congress.
Of Right and In Justice New
Mexico Should Be a State.
Parties are necessary in the United
States, but Darty bosses are not. This

will be the case in New Mexico here

after.

.

The Republicans will have much
available presidential timber to choose
from in 1904. Success will be theirs, no
matter who the candidate.

In the final settlement of the estate
of the late James O. Fair of California,
It Is found that the lawyers managed
to get $2,000,000 out of the settlement.
The heirs are thankful that they were
They
allowed to keep the remainder.
ought to be thankful; if the lawyers
had wanted to take It all they certainly
could have done so.
President Roosevelt's address at the
Memorial exercises yesterday at tne
was a
Arlington National cemetery
of
splendid statement of the position
the administration on the Philippine
ot
question and a magnificent defense in
the United States army fighting
those far away islands. It deserves to
be made a classic of American litera
ture and statesmanship.
The chances for the consideration of
iiib nmnlbus statehood bill, admitting
the territories of New Mexico, Okla

homa and Arizona into the sisterhood
of states dining the present session of
congress, are small. Washington ad
vices, however, are to the effect that the
bill will certainly be considered by the
senate during the coming short session
and that its chances for passage are
excellent, especially in the case of New
Mexico, which is considered reliably
renuhlican. It behooves the voters of
fills territory therefore at the elections
in November next to elect a Republican
delegate to congress, a Republican legand Republican
assembly
islative
county tickets.

worse by the massacre of the Chinos
In the
at irocin by the Insurrectos.
days when the province of Sorsogon
h
was garrisoned by the
infantry frequent attempts were made
to entrap and destroy the American
troops. And now in these piping times
of peaceful civil control the 'malo
hombres' of Sorsogon are obtaining di
version by butchering members of the
Philippine constabulary.
On Friday last on the road between
Barcelona and Bulucan, a detachment
(five men) of Insular constabulary
were attacked by about fifty armed
natives. Two constables were killed
and one wounded. Those who survived
escaped. Full particulars of the affair
have not been received in this city, but
It is Btated that the two native constables who eventually died, were horribly tortured before death put an end
to their misery. It is said that their
eyes were dug out and their bodies
were fearfully mutilated while
they
were yet alive. Inspector Neville with
a detachment of twenty constables left
Sorsogon early on Sunday morning In
pursuit of the attacking party, but as
yet it Is not known that he has succeeded in Inflicting any punishment on
the perpetrators of this horrible murder.
"It is also Intimated that scattered
along the mountainous coast of southern Sorsogon, there are over 400
who defy the civil authorities
to arrest them and the criminal population of Sorsogon is probably being
increased
by fresh arrivals from
the Islands."
Here is another chance for the anti- imperialists to abuse the constabulary
and the United States troops in the
Philippine Islands.
The above incident is but one of
Manila papers record many
many.
such right along.
Forty-sevent-

Do You

Cough?
O

1

caliejite hot springs.

Kid-ney- s,

(rouble

Proprietor,

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

He

Cauiiik gcnw.ui,

(Signed)-

251 Gold St., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Sold at 25c,
and$l a bottle, throughout
the United States mid Canada : ami in England, at Is. 2d., . 3d., 4s. (id. II" you u re not
satisfied after buying, rotuti the buttio to
your druggist, anil got your money book.
ITe mlharlx the abort gaa'antre.
50c.

W.

II. HOOKER & CO., Proprietors.

Bbw jnexico pimtam Institute,
RQSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

MJ

,

Eastern College.
Sit men Instructors, rtligraduate.
modern and complete!
furnishings and equipments
..
all convenience,.
i
bath.,

LS-l-

watlr-work--

session.
Gold tn the Black Hills.
laundry, SOO perEoswe
Tuition, board,
ill is a noted health
lo
has recently
The Burlington
Session is three term', thirteen week! each.
excellent people
Issued a 48 page booklet bearing the title
a ,w fart
tea levels
resort,
E. S. Hamilton, J. O. Lea,
'Mines and Mining in the Hlaek Hills."
EBQENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Eeed,
The book Is one which should w rend
an address
tor
EL A. Oahoon.
particnl
and
by every mining man It) Colorado. It
(Ives more information about the mines
of the Black Hills than has ever before
been placed between two covers. A copy
will be mailed froo on application to the
MAKE IT PDBLIC
undersigned.
The Black Hills need Colorado men
anJ money. Several of the shrewdest
In this state have already Invested
Publicity Counts That's What the People men
-RCuisine and TaVe
The results so fiu
In tho Hills.
enovated and Refur- heavily
Want Kansas City Expression
The
service unexceu- have been more than satisfactory.
-- Uhed Throua-houtcompletion of the Burlington's new Kmc
on the- Sitbjtct.
to tho Nortwest brings the Black Hills
Make it public.
within a night's ride of Denver. You
Tell the people about It.
can leave Denver tonight and hi! in
Doadwood or Lead City tomorrow afterGratitude promotes publicity.
noon.
Grateful citizens talk.
WILLIAM VAUGHN, PROP.
G. W. VALLERY,
They tell their neighbors; tell their
DenUon'l
Route,
Burlington
Agent,
friends .
ver, Colo.
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Men.
The news is too good to keep.
"Bad backs" are numerous.
So few understand the cause.
Many Santa Fe people are learning.
And better still, they're being cured.
Lame backs are lame no more.
Weak ones regain their strength.
In the
THE SANTA FE TITLE
This is the every-da- y
labor in Santa
MUTUAL BUILDING & LOAN
ABSTRACT COMPANY
Fe.
ASSOCIATION
Of Doan's Kidney Pills.
Will furnish complete abstracts of title to any real estate or minOur citizens are making it public.
Of Santa Fe
ing property situated in Santa Fe County on reasonable terms
Mr. John A. Holland, of 228 Main St.,
maand
share
worth
Office Old Palace Building
Is
$1.40
per
Kansas City, employed as foreman at
ATANASIO ROMERO
tures when worth $200. The last
MARCELINO GARCIA
.
N B. LAUGHLIN
Loose Bros.' Cracker Co., says: "I
cent.
dividend was nearly 13 per
Treasurer
President.
Secretary
commenced to have trouble and annoyDividends are credited every six
ance from a dull aching pain in my
months.
back over the kidneys about six months
NOW! Is the time. to start in.
ago and sharp twinges often caught
me. In the kidneys when stooping or
Office: Catron Block, Up Stahs
H. N. WILLCOX,
attempting to rise from a sitting posil
tion.) Being convinced that it all
5
Secretary.
arose from my kidneys, I tried a box
of Doan's Kidney Pills. I felt so much
Bc Lqcaxy nuwi lii
better 111 a SHUI'L Umc- t;mt X cunuHUCO
Une treatment until I had used three
J. T. FORSHA
Special Rates by the Week or Month for
boxes, when I was relieved of the
P-Table Board with or without Room
?prietor.
trouble.
It is a pleasure for me to
recommend such an effective preparation as Doan's Kidney Pills proved to
Mfg. Co
be in my case."
Just such emphatic indorsement can
be had right here in Santa Fe. Drop
Into Ireland's Pharmacy and ask what
his customers report.
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
n
a box.
Co., Buffalo, N.
.
.
.
. .
Y. sole agents for the United States.
SILVER FILIGREE.
Books not in stock ordered at eastern prices; subscriptions taken for all periodida
Remember
the name Doan's and
take no other.
WELTMER
ll-u-

nI

.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Attorneys at Law.
; MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, N. M.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office in Griffin Block. Collections anjl

searching titles a specialty.
EDWARD L. BARTLBTT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexioo.
in the Capitol.

" W.'jrMcPHERlSON,
Attorney at law. Practices In ell tho
courts In the territory. Santa Fe, New
Mexico.

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney-at-La-

Las Cruces, New Mexico.
District attorney (or Dona Ana,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties,
Third Judicial District.
CHAS. F. BASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at law, Santa Fe, N. M. Hand
and mining business a specialty.
N. B. LAUGHLIN,
(Late Associate Justice, Supreme
Court of New Mexico.)
SANTA FE - . NEW MEXICO.
E. C. ABBOTT,
Practices in the district and supreme
courts.- Prompt and careful attamiofi
given to all business.
District attorney for the counties of
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe, is. M.
"
BENJAMIN M. READ,
AttorneySlt-La-

d;

Col. J. W. Willson,

Superintendent

.

The Palace Hotel

New Mexico

Santa Fe

Iwaaaaaeaaaaf inmiiMHHmnMi""'w,ww
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Hotel

TfieEEtyllf

wmH2.cn

Santa Fe, N. M.
Practices in all the courts of the territory and the departments at Washington, D. C.
A. B.

....

tnu-nrr-

Foster-Milbur-

self-styl-

wwri

The FIRST

WAY

BANK . . .

IS

VIA

THE

WABASH.

ISS IDA M. SNYDER,

e,

JACOB

WAMSH
aoam

.

Periodicals, School Books, School Supplies.
Stationery Sundries, Etc,

NATIONAL

TO

dpre-arte-

BOOKS AND STATIONERY

Real Estate Agent and Notary
Public- -

R. L. BACA.
Real estate agent and notary iiubllo.
Expert translator from Spanish to English and from English to Spanish. Typewriting done correctly and neatly. Office Prince block, Palace avenue, Sant
Fe, N. M.

Dentists.
D. W. MANLEY,
Dentist. Office, Southwest
Corner of
Plaza, over Fischer Co's Drug Store.
.

p
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STATES

DESIGNATED
DEPOSITARY.

Masonic.
MONTEZUMA LODGE.
No. 1, A., F. and A. M
'Regular communication first Monday In each.
month at Masonic Hei)
at 7:30 p.' m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, '
W. M.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary:
1, 1. a. M."fUisuiau- convocation second Monday la
each month at M iconic Hall

-

-

charj-acteriz-

s

corded

WINEof CAR.DVI

at

7:30 p. m.

MARCUS ELDODT, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
SANTA FE COMMANDfflRT
No. 1, K. T. Regular con- clave fourth Monday in eacb
month at Masonic Hall at
':30 p. m. GEO. W. KNAEBEL, E. C.
F. S. DAVIS, Recorder.

X.

O. O.

TP- -

AZTLAN LODGE, No. 8, I. O. O.
meets every Friday evening In Odd
Fellows' hall, San Francisco street. Vl- itlsg brothers welcome.
E. A. STEVENS, N. O-- i
JOHN C. SEARS, Secretary.

MYRTLE REBEKAH LODGE, No. I,
I. O. O. F. Regular meeting first and.
thti'd Tuesday of each month at Oddi
Fellows' hall. Visiting brothers and sisters welcome.
MISS M. TESSIB CALL, N. O.
MISF SALLIE VAN ARSDELL,
.

SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO.

Ss-c-

.A..

J; 1.

qEJiI(Y L. WALDO. Vice

VAUGtjfi, Cash!

O. XT.

W.

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, A. O. U. W.,
meets every
Wednesdays at

President.

second

and

toirrtk

8 p. m.

S. SPITZ, M. W.
JOSEPH DIGNBO, Recorder.

IC. OIT 3?.

fEpYlRICI

SANTA FE LODGE, No. 2, K of
meeting every Tuesday evea
tng at 7:31 o'clock at Castle, hall. Visit,
tng knights given a cordial welcome.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, C. C.
J. L. ZIMMERMANN, K. of R. and SV

sou Am vol

gular

LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BRER.

AIX KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS.
The trade upplled trom pne bottle to a carload.
GUADALUPE STREET

;

PHONE,8

Mall orders promptly filled
8AHTA
"

S.

P. F. HANLEY

lnifr-gar-

Black-Draugh- t,

SOCIETIES.

CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT. N0 I,
I. O. O. F. Regular commualsatlon
the second and fourth Tuesday of each
month at Odd Fellows' hall. Visiting
patriarchs welcome.
J. E. HAINES, C. P.
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.

UNITED

.03F.

H J. PALE, President

.

law especial
ly. Member Attorneys' National Clear'
lng House. Rooms 8 and 8 Sena Block,
Santa Fe, N. M."

.

and
lewelry

RENEHAN,
Miming

Attorney-ait-la-

-

Santa Fe Filigree

ffloe

Attorney-at-La-

HVl"

THE MILITARY SCKOOt. OF MBW
AMP SWPPORTKD BY THE

Kcw York.

i Stock

self-mad-

I

These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo- -. tested by the miraculous cures attested
U
T
T
aIoa
i:i.
cated In the midst of the Ancient CHS to in the following diseases: Paralysis,
When I caught cold, I just let it alone, thinkmiles west of Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
llg it wwiim
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Fe, Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the
itself
in
jure
an about twelve miles from Barranca
Syphllitlo and Mercurial Affecfew days;
Rio Grande tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
course the
Station, on the Denver
coughing
Railway, from which point a daily line Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
and spitting
of
stages run to the Springs. Tin; tem- Lodging and Bathing, $2.60 per day; S14
mucus
f
perature of these waters Is from V0 to per week; 50 per month. Stage meets
jomotimes
122 degrees. The gases are carbonic. AlDenver trains and waits for Santa Fe
lasted sev-3rweeks,
This reBort Is at6,000 feet. Climate very dry and train upon request.
titude,
but after a
and Is open all
all
seasons,
at
now
is
tractive
There
round.
the
delightful
year
while the
a commodious hotel for the convenience winter. Passengers for Olo Callente can
would subof Invalids and tourists. These waters leave Santa Fe at 1:08 a. m. and reach
side. I al- contain 1,686.24 grains of alkalinH salts Ojo Callente at 6 p. m. the same day.
to the gallon, being the richest alkaline Fare for the round trip from Santa Fe
Mced, liow- Hot Springs In the world. The efficacy to Ojo Callente, $7. For further particsver, that
jach cold was worse than theone before. My of these waters has been thoroughly
ulars, address
the
started
in the weather
coughing
mange
init-Thfl lneit. mUl wfts the most severe of
ill. I was really frightened. Cough drops
n ium
inu Home treatment, urn nu i;uuu.
Ojo Callente. Taos County, N. M
;old me about Acker's English Remedy. I
like
of
?ot a bottle, and you never saw the
the way it acted. Kefore the bottle was gone
I was well. Mv throat felt as strong and well
is could be. Since then I have had no more
trouble. I think Acker's Entrlish Remedy so
strengthens the delicate lining ofinthe throat
temperathat it easily resists the chances
ture, widitbuildsuptlieconstitulinn cswcll.

prosperous and there
It is matter of common comment
surplus money in the
fully proven by the throughout the United States that for
tourists to Europe. every boy graduating from the public
hio-iaphnnls two girls graduate, jsven
Richard Croker is still boss of Tam- at Santa Fe there were four girl grad
many hall and Tammany hall is still ,mtoa from the hieh school this year
boss of the Democratic party of the and not a single boy. It is wen mat
aver
great state of New York. Rather a sad the future mothers of the nation
admission this, but It Is true.
age higher In education and in culture
than did the mothers of preceding gen
One or two valued contemporaries of erations. It augurs well for the future
this paper insist on being disagreeable of the United States. But boys and
anil in ohnwtnff distemner. This is a young men too should seek at least to
The pre
policy that does no one any good, least obtain a high school training.
more
of all those who engage in It.
vailing conditions of life make it
and more difficult for a boy without
The new republic of Cuba although education or training to achieve success
e
men
but a little over a week old has already In the world. Even the
four political parties. If this growth of a generation or two ago touno u
they necessary in most Instances to make
keeps up what a dandy mix-u- p
adwill have there within three months
up for their neglect of educational
vantages by going to college in later
to
They seem to believe In a good deal Ufa rr tn burn the midnight oil
deficien
of personal liberty in Cuba. Immedi make up for the educational
ately upon the departure of Governor cless.
General Wood the authorities proclaimed the city of Havana wide open
OF MIKES.
THE "SCHOOL
as far as gambling is concerned.
The New Mexican today devotes more
to educational
The Commoner, Colonel Bryan's pa. than customary space
in New Mexico, although it
matters
Nebraska.
at
Lincoln,
per, published
seems to be dead stuck on Tennessee always gives space and encouragement
of education in New
politicians. In a recent number it pro to the furtherance
The School of Mines which
poses no less than five such for the Mexico. rnmmenrement
exercises on
ita
nomoOTitic presidential nomination In
tern
Thursday evenjngjsof one or the which'
1!04.
learning
torlal institutions
in the
The Republicans of Indiana, Illinois should and does fill a large place
the territory. In
and Ohio in recent state conventions educational system' of
and aims it is intensely
fully and unequivocally indorsed the its curriculum
administration of President Roosevelt practical and contributes substantially
the material development of
This was right and proper as the ad
southwest. There Is a great
the
great
indorsement
such
ministration deserved
need for mining and civil engineers, for
In every particular.
assayers and chemists, who can give
toward wresting from
It would be really appalling if dur- brain and skill
houses of this part of the
treasure
the
the
statehood
the
campaign
coming
ing
the copper,
Voters of New Mexico would decline to country, the gold, the silver,
Iron, the coal, the precious
the
the
lead,
lead
of
the
some
recognize
are
era to be real leaders. Appalling or not atnnaa and other minerals which
In
the
mountains,
stored
be
to
known
appalling this is nevertheless likely to
Educate Tonr Bo well Willi Cascareti.
hills and tablelands for the use of man
happen.
Cathartic, euro constipation forever,
kind. A high standing of the School of Wc.Candy
S6o. It C. C. C. fail, drwrcists refund money.
IN. iHONDRAGON,
Mgr.
The Ohio Republicans, according to Mines among the technical institutions
assured and un ANNUAL MEETING EDUCATIONAL 1 Palace Ave., Griffin Bldg., near Plaza
been
has
of
nation
the
this
mean
business
year
their platform,
a
to
to move
ASSOCIATION.
and expect to be successful and that by doubtedly it will continue
a vcrv handsome majority. For the still higher plane during the coming
1902.
Minneapolis, Minn., July
good of the state and the country at years.
to
ful
be
this
ought
expectation
large
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
SCHOOLS.
SANTA FE'S PUBLIC
filled to the fullest extent.
will sell tickets to Minneapolis and reFe has an excellent public turn at a rate of $41.10 for the round
Santa
The compilers of the last directory of school system. Parents moving to this
Dates of sale July 4 and 5. Good
the city of Chicago are great hands at city can rest assured that their children trip.
T!IEavl!is of $2.0(i 011 eacb ticket
until September 1,
for return
figures. They have made the popula will be given the same educational ad 1902. For passage
on
call
any agent
particulars
up lervloo.
tion of the Windy city on January first vantages they possess in other cities
There Is and towns of even much greater popu- of the Santa Fe.
nf this war to be 2.150.000.
New
York and b.juu.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
nothing like having competent compil- lation and wealth than Santa Fe. ProN. M.
Santa
Fe,
oak
conscience
your Ticket Agent.
ers who are not bothered by
fessor J. A. Wood, the superintendent
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A., Topeka, Kas. TTi a
or facts.
teachof
JL
and
his
corps
of the schools,
TJlXO mean whero the Wabaih runs
The Office Supply Co., Santa Fe,
ers have succeeded in making the sys
there free Chair Can? Yet. Mr!
kinthree
the
la
one
from
Richard Croker has designated
tem a very efficient
headquarters for typewriter supplies
to manage the affairs of
UD
through the grammar and these supplies are of the very best
Niagara Fall at lame prlno.
Tammany hall during his sojourn In school to the high school. Pupils ot tne kind and are sold at the very lowest
hottest and best to St. Louis.
England Murphy, McMahon and Haf local high school who have gone to oth- possible rates. Stenographers are Infen. It certainly does not look like the er Institutions of learning In the east vited to call and examine these supItalian element in Tammany hall was are all achieving recognition for schol plies and get prloes.
P. P. HITCHCOCK,
'
running that organization, judging by arship and attainments. It is true that San Francisco and return 1.45, San- GENERAL AGT., PASS. DEPT.
these names.
1035 17th st
Santa Fe's school buildings are' not yet ta Fe.
Denver, Colo,
up to the standard set In recent years
Senator Bacon In the United States by other cities but that will be reme
senate the other day declared that the died inside of a year or two. In the
Philippine camps are the suburbs of meanwhile, as long as the school syshell. No one will get up a dispute with tem is progressive, successful and up- the fact that the buildings ao
him cm this-- There Is no doubt but
Treasurer of tho Brooklyn East End Art Club.
that the Filipino insurgent camps are not have all modern comforts, adorn
even worse than being the suburbs of ments and appliances, can be overlook
to their health we would
lENSTRUAL .irregu
I
ed, especially In view of the certainty I Ml m
the locality the senator mentions.
have more happy wives,
larities are generbe
will
houses
school
modern
that
mothers and daughters, and
ally the beginning
not
will
near
that
future
the
if they would use more intelof a woman s trou
The public schools of the Territory of erected in
of
the
to
the capital
ligence in thj matter of medibles. With the vitality ut a
New Mexico are Improving right along1. only be a credit
cines, observing results, they
nr ftl,h flip lilitnd W(:l!
The people of this commonwealth tax territory but to the whole southwest.
would find that the doctors'
ened, tho digestion disor-themselves heavily for their support.
she
doom
prescriptions do not perform
pregoes
dered,
THE
REBELS.
FILIPINO
OF
SAYAOERY
If they do this under a territorial gov
the many cures they are given
hollow-eyeand
faced,
ernment they will do still better as
credit for.
a piteous contrast ta
The way those poor, downtrodden,
"In consulting with my
citizens of a state. Give New Mexico good, loyal and honest insurgents are
the blooming, health of
Mm IdaM. Snyder.
druggist he advised McElree's
her former self, lint over
statehood.
behaving toward the lawfully consti
1 nnn mm women have found
Wine of Cardtti and Thed- tuted authorities is described in the fol
and so I took it
health again by taking Wine of Cardui. ford's
Colonel W. J. Bryan Is yet of the lowing Item taken from the Manila
As a,rpgulatcr of tliu iue::!itraal periods and have every reason to thank him for
opinion that he carries the Democratic American of April 9, 1902:
Wine of Cardni lias never been known a new life opened up t me with restored
to fail. It has seldom tailed to restore health, and itv only took three mon'hs to
'Three men of the constabulary have
party in his breeches pocket and will
have a good deal to say concerning the their eyes gouged out.. Terrible .fight
perfect health, even in the most persis- cure me."
You may secure the tiame relief as
tent and agyavtitc-- case of weakness.
Democratic nomination for the presi- - between five constables and fifty outMiss Ida M. Snyder, of No. A35 Ber- Miss Snyder, if you take W ine of Oardui
;
Between the colonel's laws near Barcelona, Sorsogon Fiends
dency
used
has
Y
N.
as she took-- it. Tliedford's
gen Street, Urooklyn,
thoughts, however, and the facts In the gouge out the eyes of three and cut
is Hie companion medicine of
of Cardui ami she says it helped
Wine
oase, there is a very wide difference.
them into pieces with bolos.
her into a new life. Health to Miss Wine of Cardui and it is a liver and
is bowel
'Between the northern end of the Is
Snyder is worth a great deal. She
regulator which assists greatly,
an attractive young woman with intel- in effecting a cure. If you tako these
land of Samar and the southern coast
The appointment of Judge A. J.
she
occupies
lectual attainments and
medicines according to directions, the
bott to b United States special attor- of the province of Sorsogon stretches a
the position of Treasurer of the Brook- relief and cure
is simple. Some canes
ney for the pueblo Indians In this- ter- comparatively narrow channel. But the
This
Club.
Art
End
position
lyn East
of the inhabitants of the 'pacified and civil'
and others take longer
are
cured
the
with
meets
culapproval
quickly
of
intellect,
a
as
her
marks
person
ritory
removture and refinement and it speaks highly because the disease has run longer.
people and will prove most satisfactory province of Sorsogon are hardly
of the respect and trust her fellow Remember how Miss Snyder took W ine
as time rolls on. In Judge Abbott the ed from the savagery which has
of Cardui and has health. The same
adthe
wi:iienhaveinher.. She writes;
irreconci
have
a
will
professedly
legal
Indians
Pueblo
x
.
"If women would pay more attention medicines are offered you
visor and attorney who will carefully, lable' insurgents of Samar. From, the
coast
and
the
down
for
town
of
the
work
.
Gubat,
dilllgently and honestly
A million suffering women
the cape almost to Bulan and
protection of their Interests and who around
have found relief in
to ft. that all the rights and for some distance back Into the InterloJ-partwill
Wine of Cardui.
bbrne
achave
of
are
law
Sorsogon
them
always
by
privileges granted
made
was
which
an
evil
reputation
them.
Times are very
is a good deal of
country. This is
rush of American
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School of Mines.
Professors and Students, Ladies and superiority on t'he part of our English
Gentemen: The 28t'h section of the act j. iivrit, and he great distance between
oreanng the School of Mines "'provides th.f two countries brought about an esthat' the purpose of the school is to trangement lhat could result in nothfuriiBh "facilities for the study of ing but separation.
England found the strength of its colchemistry, metallurgy, mineralogy, geonial
policy unequal to the task of reologic mining.
engineering,
milling,
mathematics, mechanics, drawing, and taining Its American colonies.
Burke gave voice to this idea in his
the fundamental laws of t'he United
of great speech in the British parliament,
Statis, and the rights and duties
wherein speaking of the relations existcitizenship, etc."
Ameri;I have selected the latter clause
of ing between England and her
thousand
this curriculum as a foundation
for can colonies he said "Three
Vhat I may have to say. The field is miles of ocean He between you and
can prevent the
too large, of course, for anvthiner more them. No counter-vei- l
in
than mere superficial
discussion. To effect of this distance
weakening
You have indeed
comprehend, as a science, t'he funda- government.
of
ministers
who
vengeance,
mental laws of the United States, one winged
must have a knowledge of the laws of carry your bolts in their pouches to the
England as they existed at the date of remotest verge of the sea, but there a
the separation; and must then famll- - power steps ii that limits r the arro
larlze himself with the history of t'he gance of raging passions, and , furious
formation of our government, consult- elements, and says thus far and no
ing such authorities as Elliot's Debates, farther."
It is interesting and instructive even
The Madison Papers, The Federalist,
etc. He must then study such authors now to revive some of the events, and
as Kent, and Story. It Isnot my pur- to recur to some of the expressions used
pose, however, to detain you by even an by English statesmen about the tia.e
separation; il
ques- of, and preceding our
attempt to notice the manifold
tions that would arise out of this in- gives us a good insight into the spirit
'
that actuated our British ancestors at
quiry.
We derive our fundamental
laws that time and sheds light on the subject
from our English ancestors.
No one of this discourse touching "the fundafamiliar with the unwritten constitu- mental laws of the United States" and
tion fit England can read the constitu- especially illustrates "the rights and
tion of the United States without
at duties of citizenship."
The Stamp Act was assailed by many
once perceiving that the latter Is a written embodiment of the principles of the of the wisest of English statesmen, and
demanded. The
former. The fundamental principles of its repeal vigorously
English liberty constitute the very pil- debates in both houses of the English
lars on which the fabric of our own parliament called forth sentiments that
government Is erected. The privilege ought to be preserved, and would fur
for modern
of the writ of habeas corpus, the right nish good recitations
of trial by jury, are rights extorted by schools and colleges.
One of the strongest pleas In favor
English courage from English tyranny.
These great rights were brought with of England's colonial policy
towards
us and planted in American soil. It re- America, was that the colonies were a
g
many valuable acquisition; that they ought
Englishmen
quired
generations to establish' these
rights. not to be given up; and the advocates
The English constitution was of slow of fair treatment towards
Americans
and tedious growth. It was the accre- were called flag furlers, and taunted
tion of many years of parliamentary with being better friends towards
the
decisions. Our Americans, than towards
their own
struggle, and judicial
own constitution, however, which em- British countrymen. They seemed to
the fail to understand that you cannot
bodies these great principles was
work of a single session of our repre- make friends by th ueo- of the sword.:
sentatives, like Minerva from the brain that you cannot shoot loyalty into the
of Jupiter, It sprang full fledged and heart with long ranged rifles, and that
equipped for the great strife of nation- the water cure is not a' remedy for the
al existence.
love of home. Mr. Burke punctured
"America,
Dr. Iieber, that greatest of German this fallacy when he said
is
philosophers, speaking of this distinc- gentlemen say, Is a noble object. It
Cer
tion, denominates the English govern- an object well worth fighting for.
ment as an Institutional
government, tainly it Is, if fighting a people is the
A
them.
while ours, he says. Is constitutional. best way of gaining
The former being the growth of many nation is not governed, which is perpetcenturies, and the aggregation of many ually to be conquered. It is said that
our colprecedents, while ours rests on a basis we have been too lenient with
sin was
our
true
then
be
that
If
onies.
of a written constitution.
Is our repentence."
To properly undersand the genius of far more noble, than
was
our institutions, the spirit of our laws, Lord Grenvllle's- administration
lati
any
to
onDosed
extending
stoutly
conditions
the
one must understand
colonies and
that gave rise to them. Both the seed tude towards the American were chargand
others
Pitt
and
Burke
account
and the soil must be taken into
with giving aid and
If we would understand and appreciate ed by the minister
comfort to the American Insurgents by
the fruit.
speeches at home.
It Is a very great, though a very their
it
was
in vain that the friends of loour
to
suppose that
popular mistake,
cal
pointed out the danger
government
of
out
rebellion against England grew
of having unfriendly colonies at a disany Irreconcilable differences of opin- tance
from the seat of parent governion as to the rights of individuals; that
ment. Mr. Burke said "Vitality ceases
peoof
loving
rebellion
liberty
a
was
it
at the extremities. The Turk found it
ple against tyranny. No more staunch In
liberEgypt and Asia. Spain has realized
human
of
cause
adherants to the
is every day
being
and
it;
ty ever lived than the English people made to England
understand it." When his ponow, and at the date of our revolution.
with the stateThe small differences growing out of sition was antagonized
'had been more sucthe stamp act would now by means of ment that England
without the cessful In her colonial policy, than the
diplomacy be settled
war. The Turk or the Spaniard in that she stillof
slightest apprehension
indlgof held Ireland, he instantly and
the
Is
assumption
that
whole truth
,

liber-lovin-

nantly replied, "It was not English
arms, but the English constitution that
conquered Ireland,"
Interesting, however, as this inquiry
may be I have not time to pursue it
further than may be necessary to Illustrate Individual qualities as exhibited
in "the rights and duties
of citizenship."
I desire to Impress on these young
men the importance of individual and
to
personal independence. I desire
make of you formers and not followers
of public opinion. I would have you,
and each of you, believe that he is In
every regard the peer of the president
of the United States. I would
have
you consider carefully all questions that
relate to the public weal, and to expreps
yourselves freely without awaiting the
dictation of conventions, or convocations.
In view of the fact that now and then
we hear It Intimated in this good year
of Our Lord 1902, that expression of Individual opinions on public questions Is
to be discouraged, and calculated
to
give aid and comfort to public enemies,
It is refreshing to read utterances of
our English ancestors, given more than
125 years ago.
In making his splendid fight for us,
Lord Chatham said "I will carry It to
my grave, that this country
had no
right under heaven to tax America, my
prayer shall ever be for her welfare.
Length of days be in her right hand,
and In her left riches and honor! May
her ways be ways of pleasantness; and
all her paths be peace."
What a grand sentiment. What a
grand cause, and what a grand man
gave this utterance!
Can It be regarded as disloyal to in
dulge Lord Chatham's magnificent In
vocation In behalf of all countries, and
all peoples? May we not In the lan
guage of another say "May the God of
battles, may the genius of right, may
the imperial power of truth, guide, protect and defend the rights and liberties
of all peoples, of all climes, of all reand of all
ligions, of all countries,
places"?
All hall the spirit of pteace and of jus- -

'

-

itoaJ

Toung men, if I had but one word of
advice to give you; It would be this:
Be thou the friend of the poor and the
helpless, be right and fear not."
taken to
When Lord Chatham was
account for giving aid and encourage
ment to the American
Insurgents he
said "Resistance to your acts was as
necessary as It was Just; and your vain
declarations of the omnipotence of par
of
liament; your Imperious doctrines
will be
the necessity of submission
found equally Impotent to convince or
enslave your fellow subjects In America, who feel that tyranny, whether
by an Individual part of the
legislature, or the bodies who compose
It, Is equally Intolerable to British subjects."
the
Lord Mansfield fiercely assailed
friends of American liberty In England,
saying that the sympathy they gave to
Americans was the prime 'cause of the
continuance of the disturbances. He
charged Pitt and others with being ene
mies of their country, and as being responsible largely for American discontent. He said "anarchy always cures
Itself; but the fermentation will . con
tinue so much the longer, while hotheaded men there find that there are
persons of weight and character to sup
port and justify them here." He said
to his British colleagues that they had
many friends among the colonists, and
that their duty to these friends demanded that the insurgents should be suppressed. I quote him again: "You have,
my lords, many friends still In the colonies; take care that you do not, by abdesert
dicating your own authority,
them
them and yourselves, and lose
forever." .
Mr. Orenvllle in a speech in the houBe
of commons, delivered In 1766, said:
"The seditious spirit of the colonies
owes Its birth to the factions In this
house." He said that the Americans
were even then relying on their friends
In England coming to power. I quote
lanhim again wherein he puts this
guage In the mouth of the American
agitators: "Let us only hold out a little longer, our friends will soon be In
power"; Mr. Pitt Instantly replied:
"Sorry am I to hear the liberty of
as a
speech in this house Imputed
crime. But the Imputation shall not
discourage me. Jt l a liberty I mean
to exercise. No gentleman ought to be
afraid to exercise this right. The gentleman tells us that America is obstinate: that America Is almost In open
rebellion; I rejoice that America has
,

.

;

I have made these references to the
debates in the British house of commons, and have made these quotations
for the sole purpose of demonstrating
liber
the proposition that Anglo-Saxo- n
courage,
ty Is a child of Anglo-Saxo- n
free
fed and nourished by Anglo-Saxo- n
dom of speech, Mr. Burke in defending
those members of parliament, who had
the courage In the face of British oppoof the
sition to vote for the "repeal
Stamp act, said:' "Interested timidity
disgraces as much in the cabinet, as
personal timidity does in the field. But
g
timidity with regard to the
of our. country Is a heroic virtue." And
HON. ALFRED A. FRBEMAN.OF CARL8BAD, EDDY COUNTY.
replying to the charge that British opDelivered thj Address to the Graduating Class of the New Mexico 8chool of position to the Stamp act was the main
of encouragement to the
;
(source their opposition, lie replied In
Mines at Socorro, on Thursday Evening
.

well-bein-

H
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"But in Egypt was probably
Santa Fe has a public school system
found
well be proud. This the highest civilization of
the early
was shown (luring the present and the ages, largely due to Its environments.
past week by the fine exhibit of school The overflow of the Nile enriched the
work that closed this Saturday after- soli and made a very productive counnoon in the kindergarten building and try. Egypt Is the first country In which
and
by the commencement exercises at the was found a central government
court house on Thursday evening. It political institutions established
and
was a large and rather critical audience the first to have a history. Here were
that filled every seat in the court house found the first schools for the study of
hall and that applauded each of the the branches of literature,
art and
speakers to an echo as well as the play- science."
Miss Smith then traced the progress
ing of the Capital City band, which for
of civilization from Egypt to Greece,
the first time appeared In public.
The platform was handsomely decor- from Greece to Rome, the mission of
ated with the class colors of light blue the Crusades in spreading civilization
and old gold, the class motto "Step by and the lead that Germany has taken
Step" being prominently displayed. On In civilization to this day. She concluthe platform were three of the grad ded as follows:
uates, Miss Amelia Gutterman, who
"England and the other western nagraduated from a four years' course, tions soon caught the same spirit and
Miss Fleda Smith and Miss Veldera made steady progress in advancement
Slaughter, who graduated from the and civilization. Yet this advancement
regular three years' course, Professor J. was often like the tide of the ocean.
A. Wood, the superintendent of schools,
For a time it would rise, then it ap
whose energetic and faithful work dur- peared to settle back, but each succeed
ing the past few years has brought the ing generation brought the
plane of
public schools of Santa Fe to such a high civilization a little
higher. Advancestandard; lion. R, M. Read, who ad- ment in science gave man a broader
dressed the graduates. Rev. W. R. Dye, view of the laws of nature,
and the
George W. Armijo, vice
president of Idea of the rotundity of the earth led
the board of education, and Professor Columbus to discover
the Western
Grant, principal of the high school.
hemisphere.
Miss Myrtle Boyle, who also graduaThese all backed up by the advance
ted from a three years' course, was ab- ment of schools and colleges, and
by
sent on account of an attack of meas the spread of Christianity to all the
les from which she is
pi'wevnpr. The nations of the world and to all the Is
graduates were dressed charmingly in lands of the sea, are destined to build
white.
up a civilization which will bring In
After a selection by the band, a few the good times of which the human
preliminary remarks by Professor Wood heart has dreamed and poets have
and a fervid invocation by Rev. W. R. sung."
The band played splendidly the trip
Dye, rector of the Church of the Holy
Faith, and an overture by the band, ping measures of a waltz, preceding an
Miss Amelia Gutterman
delivered a oration by Miss Veldera Slaughter, who
well thought out and clearly delivered was given a perfect ovation. She spoke
oration on "Manual
Training." Miss with earnestness and eloquence ' and
Gutterman said in part:
handled her topic, "Progress of the
MISS GUTTERMAN'S ORATION.
Colored Race," in masterly manner.
"Tt has long been a question
just MISS SLAUGHTER'S FINE ORATIGW
what should be taught in the public
Miss Slaughter in her oration traced
schools. It is generally admitted that the history of the colored race In the
the object of education is to develop the United States from the year 1622, when
various powers of mind and body In the first Dutch slave trader landed Its
such a manner as to best fit the indi- human cargo at Jamestown, Va., until
vidual fo- the active duties of life. the present day when the negro has
Is a quesin an walks of. life."
How this may be done best
m 'representatives
,
nam. s
tion tnat confronts every- - munci
fJ,
of
state
and nil tnese posi
church
and
our land.
to
introduced
credit
the
tions with honor and
"Manual training is being
in all the best schools of our country. country. And It Is grlitifylng not only
The Ideal school is an institution which to the colored people, but also to all
the people of whatever nationality, that the
develops and trains to usefulness
physical, intellectual and moral powers prejudices, which were once so evident
of man. It Is what Comenius calls hu- against the colored people are fast dis
appearing and that the true test of
manity's workshop.
industry,
"The boy who begins to construct citizenship, that of honesty,
things, is compelled at once to begin to patriotism and loyalty is being applied
think, deliberate, reason and conclude. to all, regardless of race, color or preManual training is the blending of vious servitude.".
thought and action. The thought that Speaking of the centuries of cruel serdoes not lead to an act Is both mentally vitude imposed upon the hapless slaves,
and materially barren. For as it con- she said: "The suffering of this- opfers no benefit upon the human race, pressed people cannot be expressed in
neither does it profit the mind that con- words, but it must remain as a blot on
ceives it. Manual training then relates Christian England's and America's
to all the arts whose sun Is the art of record." She continued: "The records
of the war department show that there
living.
man were 171,000 colored men enlisted as solof
"Froebel in his education
by their
says: 'Every child, boy and youth, diers In the Union army and
whatever his condition or position in good conduct, established a commendaservice in
life, should devote at least one or two ble record and did efficient
hours to some serious activity in the camp, fortress and field." It Is difficult
utter poverty and
production of some definite external to comprehend the
of the colored
and
Ignorance
by
Lessons
disheartening
through
work.
of
piece
of freedom.
work, through and from life, are by far people at the beginning
nothing,
Intelligible, They began with absolutely
the most Impressive and
and most continuously and Intensely not even food or shelter."
"Today the colored race owns and
progressive, both In themselves and In
operates several banks, and the comtheir effect on the learner.' "
mercial enterprises carried on by them
ESSA BY MISS SMITH.
Miss Fleda Smith in unaffected man- In the southland Include silk mills and
five
ner read an evidently well prepared and cotton factories. They support
instructive essay on "Growth of Civil- law schools, five medical colleges,
on Fourth Page.)
ization." She said:
of which it can
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PROFESSOR

CHARLES R. KEYES OF DES MOINES, IOWA.

Elected Director of the New Mexico School of Mines at Socorro.
while not neglecting the more purely
scientific side of the work, shoulfl occupy itself primarily with the direct application of the geological results to the
cember 24, 1864. His early education development of the mineral resources
was received in the public and private of the state. In Iowa the wisdom of
schools of that place. He was a student this course has been fully demonstraat the University of Iowa, in the facul- - ted.
ties of enEineerlntr and sciences, being ' As state eeoloerlst of Missouri. Dr.
graduated with the degree of B. S., and Keyes reorganized the entire work and
in due course having the higher degree methods of the Bureau of Geology and
OI A. ivt. cuiuvi !'.".
wc'J iiiur. Tw.
mure jeura me productive
years were then spent in practical field work of the survey was greater than
the
with
associated
in
in
work
the previous 30 years as the ten
geology,
famous Dr. Waehmuth, a colleague of large volumes of memoirs amply attest.
the great Swiss naturalist, Louis Agas-slFor several years past, Dr. Keyes has
in
Duriner this period, Mr. Keyes been looking after private miningfound time to prepare a series of over terests in Missouri, Michigan and the
800 unique sketches In India ink tllusRocky mountains and has been called
trntlne- the remarkable work on North UDon to advise a number of large min
American Crlnoide Camerata published ing companies In regard to the values
by Harvard University in three huge of properties. In addition he has writ
on practical
volumes.
ten hand-boogeology,
Mr. Keyes then spent three years at and on ore deposits.
the Johns Hopkins University at BaltivolBesides the four large quarto
in
more, studying and Investigating
his
umes which he published during
mineralogy, microscopical petrology.and connection with the Iowa Geological
of
of
one
the
guidance
geology, under
Survey, and the ten volumes while dithe world's most famous scientists, tne recting the Missouri survey, Professor
at
While
inte Tr. Oeoree H. Williams.
Keyes has written a number of other
this Institution, Mr. Keyes received all books and nearly 300 memoirs and magthe honors it was possible for the Insti- azine articles on a wide range of
Scholar,
tution to confer: University
Dr. Keyes has the reputation of
Fellow, and Fellow by Courtesy. He being a most prolific and
interesting
Docof
the
with
degree
was graduated
on mining, ore deposits and geol-newriter
dis
tor of Philosophy. His inaugural
A comolete list of Tils writings
sertation has been Incorporated in the was published a short time ago in the
text books on geology that are used Bibllographla Hopklnsonia, issued By
the world over.
University. Some
the Johns Hopkins
Pnr several years. Dr. Keyes was con of these works have been translated In
States
United
Geolog
the
with
nected
to German and other foreign languages.
ic! Snrvev. Several importantof mem
Dr. Keyes has traveled extensively
some
as
result
the
oirs were prepared
in
both this country and In Europe,
In
this
of his more productive efforts
Asia and Africa, where he has examconnection.
ined many of the principal mining disDr. Keves was Instrumental In get tricts and has gained a wide acquaint
es
ting the legislature to pass the law
ance with mining men and professors of
tablishing the Iowa Geological Survey; the mining schools and universities, tte
the
in
chief
organizing
and he was
was a member of the International
work. The new feature which Dr.
Congress, which met at St.
Kovea Introduced Into the law govern Geological
ago, and
several years
Petersburg,
board
ing the survey was the
the coterie which un
of
was
member
a
nf control, bv means of which the or der
the guidance of the government
ganization was removed entirely from officials was Invited by the Russian
a
was
made
and
oolitical dominance,
to Inspect the mining and
nermanent scientific bureau. Prior to governmentresources of the great Slavic
geological
had
bureaus
this time, state scientific
empire.
had everywhere a precarious existence
posiFor the public and
done was
and much valuable work
he has held. Dr. Keyes has
soon lost on account of petty politics. tions which
on account not only of his
Since the Iowa survey was established been chosen,
but his
nn less than a dozen other states have high scientific attainments,
and eminent
faculties,
organizing
good
after
bureaus
scientific
modeled their
harmoniously with
the Iowa law. Another- important fea- ability to get along
are said to agree
associates
His
which
one
people.
ture of the Iowa survey, and
Is rarely found
has made Iowa's a model for all other that he combineswhat
broad and extensive
states, is the idea which Dr. Keyet hns In a single person, nnd
theoretical training
inpractical talalways insisted upon that in a great
ents.
survey.
the
gelogical
dustrial state,
Dr. Charles R. Keyes, who has accepted the presidency of the New Mexico
School of Minesj at Socorro, is an Iowa
man. He was born at Des Moines, De
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effect: that the best mode of dlseour-- l
re- aging American obstinacy was to
move the just cause of English opposl- '
'
...
tion.
"...
I desire to make a practical applica-',- tion of this doctrine.; Never yield your
In
Judgment to the views of anyone. If
your opinion the administration of public affairs Is wrong' do not hesitate to
say so: and if on the contrary,no.you
matter
it to be right, stay by it
What the consequences may be. Do not
follow a cause. because you believe it
you
popular, por desert, it because
think It unpopular. Do not mistake the
voice of the people for the voice of
God; for majorities are just as often In
the wrong as minorities. It requires no
courage to follow a strong leader, or to
espouse a popular cause. You will find
on that side. All
the
all the riff-ramen who have no opinions of their own,
or having them are, afraid to avow
them, are on that side. All the men
of questionable reputation, who are
afraid by opposition to challenge criti
ff

.

!

cism, are on that side. All the caterers
all who
and cringers, and cowards;
"bend t'he pregnant hinges of the knee,
that thrift may follow fawning" are on
the side of the majority. I do not want
to be misunderstood: I would not have
you desert a cause simply because It Is
popular; don'i become a crank and a
kicker merely to distinguish yourself lii
that line. What I am trying to impress
upon you is the duty of thinking and
alacting for yourself, rather than to
low others to think for you. Don't
a mere politician, a character who
has no opinions that he Is not at any
time willing to yield to the majority,
than
and who has no more backbone
an empty meal bag.
men.
Be true to yourselves, young
for In this you cannot fall of being true
to others. Seek first your own self re
'
spect, better have that than the ap
tne goou
all
do
of
multitudes;
plause
you can and theleast possible harm.
When Pericles, that greatest of Athenian philsopers, came to die, his
(Continued on Tourtfi tage.)
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iPROFESSOR J. A. WOOD.
of Santa Fe.
Superintendent of the Public Schools

The Commencement of
the Santa Fe High
School.

carefully the lives of our great presi- -'
dents, of our statesmen, of our lnven-- 1
tors, of our philanthropists, the won.
derful development of science and art
within our borders and by our own ctti-- 1

.
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aeaBaaasBBnai
measures at
a mils or sa
coal

MINERAL WEALTH

"

NEAR SANTA FE.

zens and you will have all th exam-- !
Third
pies you need to become distinguished
From
Page.)
(Continued
may
25 in whatever branch of life you
academies,
en colleges, seventeen
cast your lot, but never lose sight of
theological seminaries and over 50 high
in your obligations towards fostering edu-- 1
schools. They have 32,000 teachers
as Clecro said, "The
best
the schools they 'have built, and the cation, for
we can offer (he re-- 1
worth of this school property is over and greatest gift
have over 20,000 public is the education of our youth."
$12,000,000.
They
Let all your efforts be directed to the
and over
at
$40,000,000
valued
churches
betterment of your intellectual stde, but
140,000 farms and homes valued at
and personal property valued at In doing so do not fall to make stronger
your moral side. Dont' give up the
$170,000,000."
Miss Slaughter is the first colored fight because of temporary failures. If
should entangle you In its
graduate of the Santa Fe High School, poverty work harder
to conquer
what
e
confangs,
and
In
irl-- f 11
and stood high
scholarship
may seem to you to be your fate. In the
duct.
If
of
life
is
success
there
very
little,
MISS BOYLE'S ORATION.
-'
Tr-f-tr-t- r'
.2 pluck
1
J5J
The oration of Miss Mrytle Boyle, any, of what Is termed "fate";
are
what
what brings
deserves and perseverance
"Advancement of Woman,"
as
"good luck."
more than passing
notice, for it is a some characterize
President Garfield, speaking on one
literary gem.
Miss Boyle traced very cleverly the occasion on "The elements of success"
" I feel a profounder reverence
advancement of woman from the ear- said:
a
meet
liest times to the present and pointed for a boy than for man. I never
a ragged boy of the street without feel- tr, nflvontficpa that the advancement
owe him a salute, for I
of woman has brought and is bringing ing that I may
may be
to mankind. She said: "It has been know not what possibilities
coat.
buttoned up under his shabby
proved by statistics that education is
I meet you in the full flush of!
the greatest of all beautiflers, the most When
,
nll
11. T
.nnl, ait
nice to10 nPl
ncauj
potent prolonger of fresh and lovely mature llie, Beethese
THE MAIN BUILDING OF THE NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES AT S JCORRO.
the
are
great
girlhood. The magic power of education you: but among
of
heroes
the
the
to improve the features
and Insure men of the future
the
the philosophers,
the rain that comes, and a precipitous ADDRESS OF A. A. FREEMAN
youthfulness of appearance is striking- next generation,
the
descent for escape of the snow-fe- d
the
philanthropists,
statesmen,
17th
in
sentence
the
ly Illustrated by a
the
of
molders
streams
and
and gorges In sight of the city.
reformers
annual report of the Board of Indian great
The records show that no other city
(Continued From Third Page.)
observes next age."
Commissioners. The writer
about his
In the same latitude possesses so cool a friends began to whisper
that a few years' contact with civilizaBy tonight's exercises It is Plainly
pfl gag pine gumm6rg an(J summer
temperature as Santa Fe, bedside of the many acts of heroism,
tion sufficed to transform the Indians shown that you are wen prepaid! iu
where the average Is 67 degrees and the which had characterized his life. He
Moderate Winters with Equable
In the schools. It says: 'They
came undertake the journey of life. Be wise
change between night and day temper-- ! shook his head uneasily and said "No,
children: they return young men and in the use and application of the treasTemperature.
ature too Blight to be detrimental to these reflections give me no comfort
women; yet they look younger In the ure you carry with you; do not draw
health. Thanks to elevation, to wooded now; the thought which Inspires
my
and
own
face than when fhey came to us."
strength
carelessly on your
mountains far southward, and shelter soul, and reconciles.il to death
arises
"We are always assuming 'That what thus exhaust yourselves before you are
NEARLY ALWAYS PLEASANT from the hot winds of Arizona that are out of the consideration that during my
Is notoriously gone Is still here' and de- half way out of the journey. I mean to
warded off by the rising series of moun- whole life, I have never brought
the
nying 'with every shade of personal say to you not to be over confident.
tain ranges between Santa Fe and the tear of sorrow to the cheek of distress,
You
be
in
of
the
way.
must
advent
your
be.'
will
what
prejudice
always
Envy
sandy, lower levels of desert, this city
"When speaking of the advanced will continuously meet with great dis The Salubrious Atmosphere of the Terri- Is the coolest south of the upper lake and 'have caused no one to put on
a
mourning."
to
been
state of the woman of today, I do not appointments, what has
you
tory and Seasons Why the Climate Is
region. It Is far cooler than Denver, hap
Young men, be the champions of the
allude to the society woman of the big life of contentment and innocent cheer
as
low
as
about
thermometer
readings
Healthful and the Oountry Ohnsen
become knight errants of the
cities, for I believe that their condi- fulness will more than likely from this
San Diego, and Is free from the humid weak,
cause of right and of the just. See that
for Sanitariums,
diffition is very low. It has been manifesand
of
a
on
life
be
struggles
heat of the coast,
day
the affairs of the public are administed all through 'history that the lack of culties, but if you will remain faithful
THE WINTER SEASON.
in such a way that every citizen
tered
the necessity to work either' physically to yourselves, true to your conscience,
A
or me contour of New
One who has not seen the lay of the for any wrong done him may have his
or mentally, is one of the Injurious, de- and loyal to the counsels of your par- Mexicoknowledge
in relation to the surrounding land
might think that an elevated place redress. See to It that the poor share
generating things that can befall a ents and teachers you will always tri- country is necessary to clearly underso delightful a summer climate
equally with the rich In all the benefits
country. 'And examination will show umph over all vicissitudes. The world stand tha cause of its climatic advant- having
would have a severe winter. Tet this Is of government; for as Lord Mansfield
that it has almost Invariably been from will present to you all sorts of vain ages, that are not possebsed by any not
true. The winter temperature Is not said: "True
liberty, In my opinion, can
Ihe woman to the man that enervation pleasures: follow not the
advice of other part of the United States. A so low as In the lower Ohio
valley, and exist only when justice is equally adend decay have spread.'
to
mountain
rehave you depart study of the Rocky
those who will try
region
Is free from moisture, there being less
ministered to all, to the king and to the
"The true 20th century woman as she from wholesome and useful occupa- veals the fact that the great chain of
cloudy weather In winter than In
is shut out of her old duties, finds new tions. Make no friends of those whose from the far north is broken in its con- summer.
To the north, the great moun- beggar."
Young ladies, I have directed my re
ones, ever open to her. And the
are tinuity as it leaves Colorado. In New tains of Colorado receive the greatest
habits and constant employment
common sense New Woman detrimental to God's
commandments Mexico there are smaller ranges with snowfall, and break the force of north- marks to the young men of this institu
will, I believe, in time crush out the and to society. Shun the company of here and there lofty peaks with timb ern winds; other mountains closer stand tion because you do not need to be lec
society lady and save the world from those whose conduct is not commenda- ered slopes and barren crowns to re- guard to shelter the Santa Fe valley, tured.
another disgraceful fall of a great na- ble. Think well before selecting the pro- lieve the clouds of moisture. From which lies ar their feet. To the east a American girls have only to heed the
of Am
tion."
fession you wish to adopt, and when them incline fertile valleys and grassy range keeps out the cold northers as advice and follow the example
erlcan mothers.
After the conclusion of Miss Slaugh- your mind is once made up, undertake upland plains to the gulf region until they rush southward to Texas.
d
There are no women on earth that so
ter's oration, flowers were brought to it with a full determination to climb to when, the southern border is reached,
also, nature has Interposed barthe platform for the graduates from the top, but use only honorable means there are no mountains between New riers to shield New Mexico from gales, nearly resemble the Roman matron as
Mexico and the southern water. Three and when a wind finds its way up the American mothers. You remember that
their many admirers and friends. and lawful devices In its accomplishGeorge W. Armijo, vice president of the ment. No citizen helps so much in the fourths of this territory has an altitude winding Rio Grande, Santa Fe receives when Cornelia was being congratulated
on being the daughter of Sclplo, she re
board of education,
each maintenance of a good, stable and God- of 5,000 feet. At the southern border but the feather edge of the blow.
presented
that she
NEW MEXICO SANITARIUMS.
pelled the flattery, saying
graduate with a diploma, after which fearing government, as he who Is sober, the valleys have dropped to from 3,000
to 4,000 feet, while the Santa Fe valley,
Hon. Benjamin M. Read gave the grad- industrious,
Sunny, bright days mark the winter took no pride in being the daughter of
and
the capital city, has an altitude of season, which, until Christmas at least, Scipio, but rather in being the mother
uates a simple and heart to heart talk.
In abhorring vice you will elevate at
6,967 feet at the plaza.
Is quite as delightful as the glorious of the Grachil
He spoke as follows:
huof
the
level
the
above
yourselves
A country of such varied altitudes summer, though crisp and cool. Even
A great nation Is the creation of great
MR. READ'S ADDRESS.
man brute who lives in the world only
but the spring months in Santa Fe cannot men.' and great men are the creation of
and to satisfy his passions. In practicing must have some variety in climate,
Teachers
Ladies. Gentlemen,
e
ur
eastern
in
mildness
n
irmifcie-turfor
any
equaled
the variation la in Ocftttro
good mothers." "The hand That tocks
I feel In hatinvable inrteoa
Graduates: honored
mainly, for in general the climate state. While hundreds of tourists visit the cradle Is the sceptre that rules the
to ac- and at the same time uplift good moranu
being
iiigniy
Is
New
of
Mexico
salubrious.
and
summer
more
or
dry
in
make
the
a
and
city
cept the kind and courteous Invitation als to the highest standard.
would."
The rainfall is principally confined to less
stay, the number who
extended me in behalf of the public
Speaking for myself and on behalf of showers in the summer, with little rain comeprotracted
cuto remain permanently for tne
schools of our city to say a few words your
teachers,
your
parents and or snow In the winter, except in the rative effect upon tuberculous diseases
jilissouri Code Pleading
to the graduating class here tonight.
friends, I extend to you all a most hear northern part of the territory.
Is all the while Increasing. The proporBy Mr. Everett W. Partisan,
There is no greater pleasure for me ty congratulation and my sincere wishNear the extreme southern line, in tion of the latter will be undoubtedly
(Author of Paulson's Complete Digest.
than that .of addressing the children on es that your dreams of success be fully the Sacramento mountains, a lofty
in consequence of the indorseNearly 600 Pages. Price, fO. Delivered
matters of education, and tonight that realized. May God be always your peak is the first considerable elevation enlarged
ment given New Mexico's climate by
This. Book is a Very Important One
more
be
is
made
met with, as the moisture-lade- n
delightful
pleasure
guide and comfort.
for all Lawyers.
gulf the United States marine hospital servcause of the fact that these young
Before closing my short
address, I clouds drift to the northwest, and this ice, which has In 1899 established two
The New Mexico Codo- Is largely
folks who are about to bid farewell to desire, also, to congratulate most hear- precipitates rain to greater extent than permanent sanitariums In the territory, modeled on tho Missouri Code so that
their teachers and schoolmates, and to tily, the superintendent of our city any other mountain, the rainfall there and will maintain them as homes for this book and the Form book , are the
sever the affectionate
relations
that schools and the teachers who have so having in exceptional seasons been es soldiers and sailors afflicted or threat most practicable for uso thereunder.
It sets forth, as succinctly as is conhave existed between them during the ably assisted him in the achievement of timated at 48 inches. But over the ter- ened with tubercular troubles. Many
time they have worked together, will the greatest endowment bestowed by ritory the normal precipitation ranges years of life, at New Mexico army posts sistent with clearness, the present congoverning pleading as
this day be practically ushered Into a them upon this class of gradutes, and from 8 to 35 inches, according to eleva- and a careful examination by experts dition of the law
by the courts of last resort
world unknown to them. Henceforth, to thank them from the bottom of my tion.
led the authorities to take this action interpreted
in Missouri. The decisions are mostly
COMPARATIVE TEMPERATURE.
in the Interest of military Invalids, and those of the Missouri courts; though in
my young friends, by the force of cir- heart for their efforts In behalf of our
The southern valleys are, of course, it is also Intended to remove to New some Instances illustrations have
been
cumstances, your associations may dif- youth.
fer greatly from the past. You are full The band then very finely rendered a the warmest portions of New Mexico In Mexico consumptive Inmates of soldiers' drawri from the decisions of other code
the summer, but the hottest are pleas-ant- homes in California and eastern states. states.'
of hopes, your future may be bright
lancers, after which the Rev. Mr. Dye
in midsummer than the east, beThe Author Thoroughly Relieves in
Favorable conditions exist all over
and promising, or it may be black and pronounced the benediction. An im
cause the air is dry, rapidly absorbs the New Mexico for restoration to health or the Advantages of the Code System of
is
So far as the world
discouraging.
'
.
Plet ling.
promptu reception by the graduates dampness of the skin and has a cooling for
concerned it knows nothing of you, it
Improving the condition of such sufwell effect. The weather Is never
and
believes
followed,
He
that precision and
further
congratulations
atmos
oppressive, ferers; a dry, aseptic air, light
cares nothing about you. The crown of wishes for the future being showered
the nights are always cool enough to pheric pressure, well drained soil, a exactness are even of more Importance
success Is in sight of you all, It lies In
upon them.
under cover and generally under minimum of cold and heat, the absenoe (n code pleading tuan impleading at comsleep
energy
your
efforts,
your
your conduct,
mon law. For, while It Is true that the
blanket.
a
of great changes in temperature and a common law
to
the
achieve
and your perseverance
requires the utmost strictSanta Fe, being up out of the great maximum of sunshine.
ness In adherence to forms, yet, If Its
1903 Calendars.
accomplishment of your expectations.
valley of the territory, is especially
forms are followed, the practitioner need
SUNSHINE RECORDS.
The New Mexican Printing Company blessed
No country upon the face of the earth
as to summer temperature. The
As to the latter point, the latest fig- have little fear of attack upon his plead
offers better opportunities to its youth will have the largest line of calendars
record by the thermometer in ures available from the government, rec- Ing, even though that pleading should
than ours. Education has made us one to offer the trade this year ever shown highest
this city In twenty-si- x
years was 96 de. ords are those of 1897, the year book of totally fail to Inform his opponent as to
of the greatest, if not the greatest, of in the territory, and It will be worth grees In 1878, an extreme
n the other
rarely ap 1898 having not yet been published. The the real points in issue.
No
other the while' of those desirous of procuring
the powers of the world.
proached. In the last, ten years 91 was summer of 1897, as It happened, was un- hand, the very object of the Code Is to
to
as
emulation
can
a
to
clear
the grounds
tJUltruutll iui uic ruining j cai iu nai. the highest absolute temperature.
present
country
parties make
It
Fe, compel
the young such a phalanx of great and for the representative of this company should be borne In mind that In a dry usually cloudy and rainy at Santa
upon which their right to recover, or
In
the
of
this
law y or who
the
city
The
is
based.
yet
their
superiority
men and noble women In all to call on them with samples.
The climate the record of the metallic therdefense,
matter of days that were sunny Is well grounded In the rules of pleading
the spheres of life as our country. Read firii ts are remarkablv cheap.
mometer does not indicate the real temthroughout, can be seen by a few com- will surely have the advantage In litigaperature felt by a human body, which parisons with places In various parts of tion, The constant study of this valuable
is cooled by the drying effect of the air.
work, familiarity with the rules sot forth
"""" T
...... .""TTTTL';.
In it, and with the decisions enforcing
It has been demonstrated that a tem- the country. TempeNo. of Days, and Interpreting those rules, can not fail
perature of 90 at Santa Fe is not more
rature.
to make one a good plenaor; ,
oppressive and heating than 73 at St.
SPECIAL OFFEK To those who buy
6
a
Louis, or at any place with a humid clic
5 both books at once, we will
Tit Pat-mate,
5
tlson's Pleading Form Hook (i'i ice, 85.- Stations
The following table was made up
00.) if ordered within the next .in days
1 5
from reports of the climate and crop
2 &
the
-- forS4VM) additional, thus offering
e
'n,'.service of the weather bureau, and
g .S fe
a
Ika ii,m.lQ rlt,!w nil flia.a la in K.i until
C
p.
s
a
ewj
tj
a
inMiiinii.l
Idea
of
l,.,,,
10
the relative
gives
general
D..
70 162 121
In one order, Prepaid lor qio.ou.
tensity of heat as indicated by the me Hoston. ........ . Hi i 5it 40.77
143 IK) 156
05
0....37.72
...
Buffalo
tallic thermometer:
l0!i 127 135
M) 44.27
91
5
New York
New piexicau Printing Co.,
124 130 11
Philadelphia... Dfi 7 60 42.U4
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OLD PLACER DISTRICT."
Then come the rich and extensive auriferous placer deposits and mountains
of
quartz in place In the
Old Placer mining; district, whloh embraces Dolores and the 67,000 acres of
richly mineralised land known as the'
Ortiz mine grant. These ledges and
placer deposits have been worked for
several hundred years, and have yielded
several minion dollars In gold.- NEW PLACERS DISTRICT,
A few miles southwest of Dolores is
situated the extensive New Placers
mining district, which comprises the
numerous rich gold andT silver bearing
lode claims in the hills around Goldetf
and In the neighboring Tuerto mounl
tains; the great gold, silver and coppe
mines around San Pedro, two miles fur
ther south, and several miles of p(y
placer ground. This district unquestionably holds values to the amount of
of dollars, and as development
work is prosecuted the showing
Improves. Two groups of eop-pmines near San Pedro, knowi as
Santa Fe No. 1 and Santa Fe No. A embracing sixteen patented claims, are
being worked by the Santa Fe Gdd &
Copper Mining Company which has
running a large smelter at San Palro.
j
COPPER AND MICA.
Northwest and north of Santa Fe,' ; ,
Rto Arriba county, are deposits,
kidneys of almost pure copper
have been found on the surface, and big
bodies of good copper ore are known to
mining
exist; the promising Bromide
district east of Tierra Amarllla; the
valuable mica mines west and south of
Tres Pledras, now being operated by a
strong Colorado Springs company; and
over 1,000 acres of pay placer lands exu,
tending up the Chama river from
and including much of the adjacent mesa land, as well as the river bed.
TAOS COUNTY WEALTH. ,
East of Rio Arriba and north and
northeast of Santa Fe is fruitful Taos
county, which Is traversed by the Santa
Fe division of the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad, and Is reached from this city
by good wagon roads. In this resourceful county are found the OJo Callente
mining district, the copper mining district east of Embudo, the Amlzett gold
and silver mining district east of
and the cluster of rich gold districts north and northeast of Taos,
known as the Rio Hondo, Keystone, La
Belle and Red River districts. Further
east, in Colfax county, are the profitable,
n
gold mines of the
and 'Baldy districts, and the
mines near Cimarron. The mines in all
these districts are undergoing systematic and extensive development work,
and many of them are realizing their
owners steady yellow profits at the
mills and smelters.
A NEW DISTRICTS
Immediately east and northeast of
Santa Fe is the Pecos river forest res
ervation, partly in this county and part
ly in San Miguel county. This reservecovers a section of the rugged Santa Fe:
range of mountains, in which are foundi
many promising surface indications of:
gold, silver, copper, iron and coal ,andl
it is confidently believed that the development work now In nroflress will soont
disclose much pay material. Copper,,
iron, mica, and coal that burns readily,
have been discovered on the surface
within two or three miles of this dtr.
A large body of fire clay of superior
quality has been opened about tj3
miles up Santa Fe canon, and It is now
gold-beari-

It is the Natural Center

of the Min

ing Distnots of Northern
New Mezioo.
MANY

ACQUIRED FACILITIES

'

i.r.

Madrid,

further south and west

Districts, as Well as
the Oerrillos, the New Flaoers, the
San Pedro, and Other Districts
Tributary to this City.

The Great Oochiti

The New Mexican has the satisfaction
a map
of exclusively, publishing
showing the numerous mining districts
naturally tributary to Santa Fe. It was
drawn and engraved expressly for use
In these columns, and will be found ac
curate, complete and instructive. It is
deserving of careful study on the part
of every one interested in the future
growth and prosperity of the Capital
city and the localities immediately environing It. Especial attention is
called to It in detail.
MANY FACILITIES.
It will be observed in the first place
that Santa Fe is the only city in this
region that enjoys the advantages inevitably accruing from location on two
competing railroad lines, the great Santa Fe system affording It direct rail
communication with the east, west and
south, and the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad connecting It directly with
northern New Mexico and Colorado and
all points In the easl, west and south,
and thus in one important respect at
least its transportation facilities are
superior to those of any other city in
New Mexico or Arizona, Right here it
should be noted that it is located on two
rival express lines reaching all parts of
the country; offers a choice between
two competing telegraph lines with all
quarters of the globe, and is Soon to be
brought Into close communication with
all the principal cities and towns of
Bernalillo, San Miguel, Mora, Colfax,
Taos and Illo Arriba counties by means
of projected telephone lines. It is also
connected with all the tributary mining districts by an excellent system of
wagon roads.
THE COCHITI.
miles almost due
About thirty-fiv- e
west of Santa Fe as the bird files, in the
rugged yet not lofty mountains on the
g
Rio
other side of the
Grande, Is located the famous Cochlti
mining district, the great and enduring
value of whose mammoth gold and sliver bearing quartz ledges has been
lemonstrated beyond a peradventure.
The mineral belt of this district is about
six by seven miles in extent, and is literally ribbed with parallel veins of
quartz, varying .in width from 6 to BO
feet, that all carry values In the pre- -.
clous metals. Several of these large
ledges have already been extensively
developed, and practically all of the ore
at present being taken out yields handsome profits at the cynide mills on the
ground. The surface showing of ore is
truly wonderful, and as development
work proceeds mining men become
more and more convinced that it is destined to prove a second Cripple Creek.
This district Is reached direct from
Santa Fe In six hours by private conveyance. The road is good. The
immense resources of the district invite supplying the penitentiary brick-ma- k
an early extension of the Denver & Rio ing plant with much of the clay used.
Grande railroad from Santa Fe to Several lode claims, carrying gold:
Bland.
quartz nearly resembling the Cochlti
CERRILLOS DISTRICT.
quartz in appearance, are being opened:
It will be observed that the Cerrillos on the eastern slope of the Santa Fe
mining district Is located In Santa Fe range, about fourteen miles east of this;
county, nearly south of this city, and is city.
THE NATURAL CENTER.
reached by railroad, as well as by good
wagon roads. It is quite extensive, and
From this brief sketch and the excelremarkably varied in its mineral re lent accompanying map, it will be persources, it embraces the famous tur- - ceived that the capital city of New
ls
Mexico is so fortunately located that lb
quols mines of the American
about ought to command the trade of nearly
Company at Turquesa,
eighteen miles south of this city; all the mining districts of the large andl
the promising gold, silver, lead, resourceful region indicated, besides'
and
zinc mines around
Cerrillos, the steadily increasing volume of busiabout twelve miles further south, and ness incident to Its being the official and!
the immense anthracite and bituminous political center of the territory.
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ANNUAL MEETING YOUNG PEO
fl
J3
"'. M
SOCHRISTIAN
UNION
PLE'S
1
CIETY OF THE UNITED PRES17
Kl Paso . ......
BYTERIAN CHURCH.
used before
Note The minus sign
figures above Indicates below zero.
LOOK AT
1902.
CLOUDS FROM
Tacoma, Wash,, July
TOP
This table shown (hat in the year 1897
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
only El Paso had more sunshine than place on sale tickets to Tacoma
and
Santa Fe, but that Texas city has much return at a rate of $35.45 from Santa Fe
And
You
hotter summers and almost as great for the rouud
sale
of
Dates
July
trip.
an extreme of cold, with an excessive
OUR TRAINS. We Go
Inclusive, good for return until
amount of wlr-- In the winter.
1902.
The government records do not show September IB,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
that any place (n the United States
Santa Fe, N. M.
In
and
in
Fe
Santa.
sunshine, year
G. P. A., Topeka; Kas.
W.
J.
BLACK,
of
hours
number
year out, the average
of sunshine dally In a period of five
facilities
complete
years being seven hours and forty-fiv- e
For the prompt production of
minutes, which Is just about right for
Book, Pamphlet, Catalogue,
variety, comfort and health.
and General Printing and
A favorable point in comparison with
Binding. We do only the Best grades of
the east Is that the most sunshine here work and solicit the business of turns and
All
Is In the fall and winter,. November individuals desiring; "something above
more In evidence In the summer months, the ordinary" at simply a consistent rate
when It Is sometimes neither wanted for the character of work we turn out.
All orders promptly attended to, and
;
nor needed.
estimates furnished on application,
The New Mexican Printing company
' '
Address the undersigned for full and reliable
HEW HUXCAN FBIKTHTO OO.
information.,,
Is headquarters for engraved cards de
"
Pt, MM IV. D.
visits and weddirtg invitations In New
.
MURDOCH, A. fl. P. A.,
W. S. MEAD,
Mexico. Get your work done here and "
manifolding books for
Office
Bupply Co., Santa Fe.
you will be pleased In every particular, sale by
Commercial Aaent. El Paso.
City of Mexico.
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SANTA FE SUMMER.
Were Santa Fe located in sight of St.
Louis or Chicago, with it present ele- vation, residents of such place would
behold a city more than a mile and a
duartcr skyward, above the hot, malarial, moisture-soake- d
earth, in a purer
atmosphere, which all would seek.
Should they behold the cHy where she
HON. BENIAMIN M. READ.
is they wouia And a still cooler and
tut oraouating wass oi me oams re xiign ocnooi on inursoay purer atmosphere, where there is little
moisture, a porous soil to drain away
Evening at th High School Commencement.
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so See the Silver Lining.
do it from
Above Them in Places.
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Pcxican Central Raiiua?
With Its Two Thousand Miles of TrasK

Reaches
of

"

Psn-Car-

to

can

the Principal Places,

Interest and Note.

LIKE A DROWNING MAN.
'Five years ago a disease the doctors

called dyspepsia took such hold of me
that I could scarcely go," writes Geo.
S. Marsh, well known attorney of
Tex. "I took quantities of pepsin
and other medicines but nothing helped me. As a drowning man grabs at a
xtraw I srrabbea at Koaoi l leit an
few
improvement at once and after a Is
well." Kodol
wti am sound andwhich
exactly re- - j
the only preparation
Juices
digestive
natural
the
produces
and consequently is the only one which
cures any
dlgeBts any good food and
form of stomach trouble.
Fisuner Drug Co.
a,

CONVENTION TRAVELERS' PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

NATIONAL

"Any fool can take a horse to water,
but it takes a wise man to make him
drink," says the proverb. The horse
eats when hungry and drinks when
thirsty. A man eats and drinks by the
clock, without regard to the needs of
"But,
nature. Because or
"Shut up! I should have remembered
careless eating and
that you were an idiot. When I'm
drinking "stomach
trouble" is one of
tempted to send a fool on an errand
commonest of dis.
again, I'll not ask you-- I'll
go mX- eases. Sour and bit
self."
ter risings, belch,
ings, unnatural fuV
His Great Qualification.
ness after eating,
The animals were preparing JtoS
dizziness, neadache,
amateur theatricals.
and many other
"I want to be the heavy; irillaln,"
symptoms mark the
saia the sheep.
beginning and pro.
"You!" snorted the Intelligent
grcss ot disease ot
horse. "You'd make a
g
the stomach.
Dr. Pierce's Gold,
villain, woman t you?"
en Medical Discov
"Maybe not," retorted the sheep,
ery cures diseases of
"but I'll bet none of you can beat
the stomach and
me saying Haul.'" Cathollo Stand
other organs of dl
ard and Times.
gestion and nutri
tion, itthe cures
Consider.
stom
through
Consider well your actions,
ach diseases of other
What's done you can't recall;
."
which
No use to pull the trigger,
have
organs
their origin in a disThen to try to stop the ball.
-LlppIncoU's Magazine. .
eased condition of
the stomach, and
Hied organs of digestion and nutrition,
BE) DIDJVT SEE THE JOKJB,
5t
strengthens the stomach, purifies the
blood, cures Obstinate cough and heals
weak lungs.
"I was taken with Grippe, which resulted in

sir"

Tit-Bit-

fierce-lookin-

1902.
June
Portland,
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
resell tickets to Portland, Ore., and
turn at a rate of $48.75 for the round
28 to June 9,
trip; dates of sale May
60 days
limit
return
final
inclusive;
from date of sale; for particulars call
on or address any agent of the Santa

Ore.,

Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A., Topeka. Kas.
DON'T START WRONG.
Do.i't start the summer with a linknow
king 'cough or cold. "We all
Mist a "summer cold" is. It's the hard-ifkind to cure. Often It "hangs on"
through the entire season. Take it in
lia.ni right now. A few doses of One
Minute Cough Cure will set you right
Sure cure for coughs, colds, croup,
grip, bronchitis, .all throat and lung
at
Acts
troubles. Absolutely safe.
"One Minute
once. Children like it.
Cough Cure is the best medicine I ever
used," says J. W. Bowles, Groverton,
N. H. T'never found anything else
that acted so safely and quickly."
Fischer Drug Co.
IMPERIAL COUNCIL, NOBLES OF
MYSTIC SHRINE.
1902.
San Francisco, Cal., June
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
Bell tickets to San Francisco or Los
Angeles from Santa Fe at rate of $38.45
for the round trip; dates of sale May
return
28 to June 9, inclusive; final
limit 60 days from date of sale; side- rifle from AiDuquerque to (juy or Mexico and recurn $25 if purchased in connection with California trip ticket; for
further Information call on or address
any agent of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A., Topeka, Kas.

heart and stomach
uDie," writes Mr. T. R.
Caudill. Montland. Alleghaney Co., N. C.
I
was unable to do anything a good part of the
time. I wrote to Dr. Pierce about my condition
having full confidence in his medicine. He ad- -

sl

4,

second
uwv,t,:. . ice, UI.UUIU iu uou ior ine Dene-fI have received from Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. I can highly rcommend it to
all persons as a good and safe medicine."

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets keen the
bowels healthy.
BIENNIAL

SUPREME LODGE,' ANCIENT OR"
DER UNITED WORKMEN.
V Portland, Ore., June
1902.
For the above occasion excursion tickets will be sold to Portland and return at a rate of. $48.75 for the round
trip; dates of sale May 28 to June 9,
Inclusive; good for return passage 60
days from date of sale; for particulars
oall on or address any agent of the
Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A Topeka, Kas,
WANTS OTHER TO KNOW.
'J have used DeWitt's Little Early
Risers for constipation and torpid liver
and they are all right. I am glad to
Indorse them for I think when we find
a' good thing we ought to let others
know It," writes Alfred Helnze, Quln- cy. III. They never gripe or distress,
Sure, safe pills. Fischer Drug Co.
ANNIVER
BAPTIST
NATIONAL
'I
: ,
V;
SARIES.
St.: Paul, Minn., May 2028, 1902.
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to St Paul at one fare
plus $2, ($41.05) for the round trip
dates of sale May 17 and 18, 1902; final
return limit June 30, 1902. For particulars call on any agent of the Santa Fe
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Santa Fe.
Wv J. BLACK, G. P. A.,
Topeka, Kas.
REVEALS A GREAT SECRET.
It is often asked how such startling
cures, that puzzle the best physicians,
(im AfPpptarl hv Dr. King's New TMflnn.
very for Consumption. Here's the se
cret. It cuts out the phlegm and germ.
Infected mucus, and lets the life- - glv
vitalize
the
In oxygen enrich and
blood. It heals the inflamed,
cough
Hard colds
worn throat and lungs.
and stubborn coughs soon yield to Dr.
King's New Discovery, the most infal
lible remedy for all throat and lung
diseases. Guaranteed bottles 60c and
$1. Trial bottles free at
"Fischer Drug Co.
0,

;

.

'.

LOW RATES EAST via SANTA FE,
On June 7th and 13th, July 5th and
82d, August 9th, 17th, and 21st, Sept.
2, 10, Santa Fe will sell tickets east
at the following low rates: Chicago
end return, ' $48.35; St. Louis, $43.35;
Kansas City, $35.85; Omaha, 46.15;- Des
Moines, $40.60; St Paul and Minneapolis
$46.30; to Other points in the State of
Nebraska, Missouri, Iowa,
Kansas,
Illinois, Minnesota, Michigan, and Wis.
cansin. For further particulars call on
H. S. LUTZ, Agent, '
or address, r.t
Santa Ve.
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A.,
Topeka; Kansas.
..

-

KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS.

Nas-tinoc- k.

,

.

BY

RAILWAY

What He Meant.
Have you

-

'

Com'i

on 'Success

in Life.'

Ray; eE

He seemed

to

At Carrlsosa For While Oaks, Jlca- rlllas, Oalllnas and surrounding coun
try.
At Walnut For Nogal.
At Capitan For Fort Stanton Sanitarium, Gray, Lincoln, Richardson,
and Bonlto country.
For Information of any kind
the railroads or the country adja
cent thereto, call on or write to
A. S. GREIG,
Assistant General Manager.
A. N. BROWN, Gen. F. and P. Agent,
Alamogordo, N. M.
Or C. M. SHELBY, Agt., El Paso, Tex.

No. 8

No. 2

.

o.p
7.1Sa

At.. .. i.vm

2.83o 11.00a. .Lv Kansas City Ar. 6.05p
12.10a 10.50p..Lv Dodge City Ar. 4.16a
i). 41

8.00d
H.IWp
7. una
9. 40a
I .45a
S.OUp

o.aua ..Ar ut junta iiV...iu.oup
8.00p....Lv Denver Ar ....10.00a
11.60p....Lv Pueblo Ar.... O.Wtt
7.13&.. .L,v i.a junta Ar. ..iu.zup
10.
. Lv Trinidad Ar... 8.02p
6 Z0p
Lv Eaton Ar
U.2rn
1.45p
,20p...l.v Lai V egas Ar,

6.00p
'i Wp

o.ujh

8.15a
4.60a
12.50a

6.00p..l.v SANTA ETB Lv .. 9.40a 8.30p
8.20n..ArSANTA FE Ar.. U.SOa 10.4p

60Op
,,
10.4.-,-

8.20p.Ar Los CerrillosLv.
10.10p.Ar Albuquerque Lv.
ArSanMarclalLv..
7.46a
Ar DemlnnLv....
10.05a
Ar Silver City Lv
8.80a
ArElPasoLv....
lO.OOp 10.40p.LvAlbuquerqueAr.
4.00a 4.35a.... Ar (Jallup Lv ....
9.26

2.40a

9.65a

8.53p

8.05a 6.46p
8.60a l.OOp
7.10p 5.10a
12.0Sp l.Gfp...ArWilllamLv...
D.uun
lirnnn i.Anvon 1.V i.duu
l.or,P 2.05p. ArAsM UOTKLV... 6.50p J.DOU
2.40a z.tua., Ar Phoenix Lv . U.80D
12.25a 2.50a.. .Ar Harstow L,v..
g.iua 1.2DP
7.00a 8.20a.. ArLoa AnGreleaLv. 7.15p 7.00a
1.05d 1 05p . . Ar San Diego Lv . . 1 .05p
7.45a
5.55a
Ar Bakers Held I.v.
U.20p
Arbtookton tiV...
2.20p
8. (.Op
Ar San Francisco Lv
S.65p

$48.75 to Portland, Tacoma and Seat
tle and return, Santa Fe.
WHAT THIN FOLKS NEED.
Is a greater power of digesting and as
similating food. For them Dr. King's
New Life Pills work wonders. They
tone and regulate the digestive organs, CHICAGO AND SOUTHERN CALI- ' FORNIA.
gently expel all poisons from the sys
Train No. 1 carries standard and tour.
tem, enrich the blood, Improve appe
1st sleepers for Southern California, and
tite, make healthy flesh. Only 25c at
standard sleepers for El Paso and Mex
Fischer Drug Co.
ico, also free reclining chair car for Los
To St. Paul and Minneapolis via the Angeles.
Nos. 1 and 2 have no connection for
Wabash Line.
Through first class Sleeping Car leave NorthernNo.California.
2 carries same equipment
Train
Kansas City 9.20 p. m. and arrives St.
Paul 0.05 p. in. and Minneapolis 6.15 p. eastbound, with connection from Mexim. next day.
co and El Paso.
Most comfortable route to the North.
THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
The Wabash is also the most direct
The Callforna limited
trains run
to
the East
and only through car line
San Fran
and
between
daily
Chicago
or
St.
either
Louis
without change at
cisco and Los Angeles. No. 3 westChicago.
bound arrives at Lamy 8:40 a. m. No.
Apply to nearest ticket agent or write
to the undorsigned who will reserve 4 eastbound arrives at Lamy 1:57 a. m.
No connection for these trains from
bertf. in Sleeping Cars.
Pan,. P. Hitcuoock,
Santa Fe.
Gen. Agt. Pass. Dept.
JCIIICAGO AND NORTHERN CALI
Denvor, Colo
FORNIA.
Train No. 7 carries standard and
NATIONAL CONVENTION CHRIST
tourist sleepers and free reclining chair
IAN CHURCH.
cars for San Francisco and points north
of Mojave; makes connection at
1902.
Omaha, Neb., Oct.
with local train for Los Angeles,
but carries no through sleepers for
For the above occasion, the Santa Fe Southern California.
will sell tickets to Omaha and return
Train
vries same equipment
(from Santa Fe) at a rate of $30.15 for eastbound, with local connection from
of
sale October Los
the round trip. Dates
Angeles.
13 and 14, good focreturn passage until
CITY TICKET OFFICE,
November 30, 1902.
"CATRON BLOCK" East Side Plaza
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A., Topeka, Kas.
&
ANNUAL MEETING GRAND LODGE
AND
AND
OF BENEVOLENT
Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
TECTIVE ORDER OF ELKS.
Time Table Mo. 67.
Bar-sto-

Rio Grande
I

4,

1902.

RATON. NEW MEXICO

Going East?
Vos.'

Then, hero

Is

your opportunity.

One faro plus $2 for the round

trip

to many points In Nebraska,

Kansas, Missouri, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota,
mum

rate,

Juno

Iowa,

and Wisconsin.

Mini-

15.
7, 13, 14.

(1,

Every day Juno 20 to September 13.
Tickets good to return till October 31.

Ill

J

liUllMUMl

Mel

Office, 1039

G. W. VALLERY,

m

01.

General Agent,

DENVER.

w

REMINGTON TYPE WRITERS
Santa

OFFICE SUPPLY CO., Dealers,
Fe
New Mexico

14, 1902.)

GRANDE

WBST BOUND

Milks No. 426
5:16 p m
For this occasion the Santa Fe will 9:15 am..Lv.,..UiiliFe..Ar.,
you can reach the sell tickets to Salt Lake City and re- 11:50am. .Lv....Hapauola..Lv. 34.. 2:30pm
53...
Lv....Kmbudo...Lv..
1:00pm
of
1:00pm..
Mexico
very heart
p m..Lv.Trea Pledraa.Lv.. 90. .. 10:30a m
Tbe Mexican Central turn at a rate of $31.15 from Santa Fe 3:35
..
8:10
6:45
.125.
am
m..Lv....Autonito..Lv.
p
of sale August
8:15 p m..Lv.... Alamosa... Lv 153... 6:40am
Railway is standard for the round trip. Dates
11:20 p m..Lv....La Veta. ,.Lv..21S... 3:25 am
and
to
for
return
up
passage
and
good
throi
gauge
ghout
Pueblo.. .Lv.. 287... 12:20 a m
a m..Lv
otters ail conven including September 30. Call on any 2:50
4:20 a m..LvColo Sprlngra.Lv.. 331. ..10:37 D m
lences of rrtderh rail agent of the Santa Fe.
7;00 a m' Ar.... Denver. ...Lv. .404... 8:00 p m
w.x travel. T?or rate
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Connections with the malD line and
and further Informa- Santa Fe, N. M.
branches as follows:
tlor address
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A., Topeka, Kas.
At Antonlto for Duranco, Sllverton
W. S. MEAD,
THE POPULAR LINE TO
and all points in the San Juan country
Tex
El
Paio
Alamosa (with standard gauge) for
At
Agt.
TRIENNIAL CONVENTION, INTER La veta, fueDlo, uoloraao
Colorado Springs, PueWo, Cripple Creek, Leadvllle.
springs and
NATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL
G Jen wood
Denver, also with narrow gauge for
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver
City,
Ogden,
Butte, Helena, San Francisco, Los
Creede and all points In the San Luis
Portland, Tacoma, Seattle.
valley.
Denver, Colo., June 26, July 2, 1902..
At Sal Ida with main line (standard
all points ea3t and west InFor this occasion the Santa Fe will gauge) for
RBACHB8 ALL THE PRINCIPAL TOWN? AND MINiMQ CAMPS IN COL&.
Leadvllle.
cluding
one
return
to
at
Denver and
sell tickets
RADO, UTAH AND NEW MEXICO.
At Florence with F. & C. C. E. R. for
Dates the gold camps of Cripple Creek and
fare ($16.90) for the round trip.
of sale June 24, good for return passage Victor. ,
At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denuntil July 5. For particulars call on any
ver v ith all Missouri river lines for all
agent of tbe Santa Fe.
TO ALL MOUNTAIN RESORTS.
points east.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
New Reclining Chair Cars between
Santa Fe, N. M.
Santa Fe and Alamosa. Seats free.
W. J. BLACK, Gt. P. A., Topeka, Kas.
For further information address the The Only Line Passing Throtujh Salt Lake City Enroute tc
the Pacific Coast.
Portland, Tacoma and Seattle and re undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Fe
turn $48.75, Santa Fe.
will have reserved berths In standard
STAND LIKE A STONE WALL
gauge sleepers from Alamosa If desired.
BETWBBN
AND
Between your children and the tor
T. J. Helm, General Agent,
tures of Itching and burning eczema
Santa Fe, N. M.
ALAMOSA
SALT LAKE Utf(f
8 K. Hoopkb, Q. F A .
sealdhead and other skin diseases.
CRIPPLE ORBBK
OODBN
Den vet, Colo.
PORTLAND
How? why by using Bucklen's Arnica
IyEADVlLLE
QLENWOOOSPAWOeSAW
FRANCgBCO
healer.
Quickest
Salve, earth's greatest
GRAND JUNCTION
LOS AMQBLB8
cure for ulcers, fever sores, salt rheum,
Justice of the Peace Dockets.
cuts, burns or bruises. Infallible for
The New Mexican Printing Company
CffiGMO, ST. L&IH8 kUUH
piles. 25c at Fischer Brug Co.
has prepared civil and criminal dockets
The Office Supply Company is head especially for the use of justices of the
quarters for all kinds of type- peace. They are especially ruled, wltn
writer supplies of the very best make printed headings, In either Spanish or
paper, E. T.
and at the very lowest prices. Type English, made of good record
RUSSELL HARDING, Vice-Pre- s.
ana
JEFFERY, President,
leathwriting paper, carbon paper and rib- strongly and durably bound with
Colo.
Mo.
Gen'l
St.
Denver,
Louis,
Mgr.,
canvas
covers
er
and
and
back
sides;
bons handled by this company will be
M. HERBERT, Manager,
A. S. HUGHES, Gen'l Traffic Manager,
found the best In the market. Stenog- have a full Index in front and the fees J.
Denver, Colo.
Denver, Colo,
peace and constables
raphers' supplies the best manufac- of justices of the
S. K. HOOPER. Gen'l Pass'rand Ticke
tured and cheapest In New Mexico al printed In full on the first page. The S. H. BABCOCK, Asst. Gcn'l Traffic
10
These
book
inches.
pages are
so handled. Write for price list.
Mgr., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Agent, Denver, Colo.
are made up in civil and criminal docFrom one dozen to twenty copies of kets, separate, of 320 pages each or with
the New Mexican are sent out dally both civil and criminal bound in one
to enquiries and applicants concerning book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages crim
Santa Fe. This Is the very best kind inal. To introduce them they axe offerla
of advertisement and la bearing good ed at the
following low prices:
fruit, as the large number of tourist
Civil or criminal
..$4 00
and' haalthseekers in the city abund
Combination civil and criminal 5 00..
antly shows.
For 45 cents additional for a single
or 65 cents additional for a comdocket
return
San
$38.45,
Francisco
San
and
bination
docket, they will be sent by
ta Fe.
mall or prepaid express. Cash in full
A small gasoline engine, new, for sale must accompany order. State plainly
by the New Mexican
Printing com- whether English or Spanish printed
heading is wanted. Address
pany. Call or write and get price
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,
Santa Fe. N. M.

RID GRAND

s,

HJfflm,

mm cars
'

4 IMPORTANT GATEWAYS 4

c,
More
I wonder who aI3 tBfcl
moneys the root of all evil.
Harriet Oh, some unhappy man whej
tried to marry for money and couldn't.
Gueaa-Worf-

Detroit Free Tress.
The Beat In the. World.
Customer Is this good countryb'Ul- -

tet?

cxas

The Best and Most Influential
Mining Paper In the World.
IMIUIHCO

WEEKLY, $5.00 PER YEAR.
COPY FREE.

SPECIMEN

'

233 Broadw&v. - New York.

P

BOOK...

."

Writ for description, Munpl
of work andpricM to . .

..

OFPIOK SUPPLY COMPANY.
. aaw uuto.
. urn

'No Trouble

TIE

to Answer Questions."

FAST
BALL"
"CAHON

preparation contains all of the
TRAIJi
dlgestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never
This handsomely equipped train laves El Paso daily and runs through to St
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
without change, where direct connections are ma"
the North nd
the food you want. The most sensitive Louis also
direct connections via Shroveport or Now Orleans for an puiu fn tha
stomachs can take it. By its use many East;
Southeast.
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
f Latest Pattern Pullman Buffet Sleepers
prevents formation of gas on the stomach, relieving all distress after eating.
Elegant New Chair Cars Seats Free
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
Solid Vestibuled Trains

'r

Letters Copied
BOOK.

Dyspepsia Cure

Digests what you eat.
This

?
ANY PEN.
ANY INK.
ANY PAPER.

MANIFOLD

THE

yj

PA5

(oM

Manifolding

LETTERS COPIED WHILE WRITING
NO WATER.
NO PRESS.
NO DELAY.

&

The Maxwell Land Grant Co..

Santa Fe

Effective Monday, April

AST BOUND
No. 426.

-

MINES

Near Raton, Now Mexico, on this Grant, are located the COAL MINES
of the Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found
at good wages for any wishing to work during tkf easons that farm
work oi prospecting can not be successfully done.
B'or particulars and advertising matter apply to

8.30a 7.10p
8.00a
9.80n
7.10p
.15p

50LD

On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, New Mexico, are tha
gold mining districts of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where Important mineral discoveries have lately been mado. Claims on unlocated ground n.
be made under the Mining Regulations of the Company, which are a
favorable to the prospector as the U. S. Government Laws

.

af

Salt Lake City, August

-J-

4.15p

Its!

JEtarr

nervous
gressman, "from overwork,
tension, loss of slep and constant
speaking I had about utterly collapsed.
It seemed that all my organs were out
of order, but three bottles of Electric
Bitters made me all right.
It's the GcmhM (tamped CCC Never sold In bulk.
"best all around faediclhe ever sold over
Beware of the dealer who Mes to sell
a druggist's 4cOWrer.""' Over worked,
'
"something uit u food."
Tun down men and weak, sickly women
health
and
from
vitality
gain splendid
Fen carbon copy books are for sate
Electric Bitters. Try thern. Only SOo.
the Office Supply company. They
by
Fischer Drug Co.
Guaranteed
are the Beat and cheapest In the mar'
:'
'.k '"" Abo'' New
ket Call and see for yourself.
Mtxican.
Subscrlbe.or

No. 1
lo.uup.. ..Lvcnica.,

No. 7

gion.

UfiDER II(RIGATIOJl SYSTEM

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offered
for sale In tracts of iorly acres and upwards.
Price of land with, rrpetual water rights from $17 to $25 per acre,
to location. E jyments may be mule In ten year Installments.
Alfalfa. Grains, Fruits of all kinds, and Sugai Beets grow to perfection.

TIME

Mm

totJUpport my daughter as her st
won in society requires?
The Suitor Yes, sir! I liava the
ability all I need is the opportunity,
to apply it! Brooklyn Life.
Disagreeable Fellow,
"I despise Chumpleigh."
"What's Chumpleigh's trouble?''
i. "When hef tells me a joke he always
pokes me in the ribs and adds:; Think
it over!'," Town Topics.

Irate Father Young jnaH, ToUH
have to cease paying attentions torn;

FARIJiG LApS

Hi

;

Able.
Have you Wi8 BSHit

Grocer Yes, ma'am, that was made
in America, the best country in all the
world. Indianapolis News.
Married Ul,

Maxwell Land Grant

DENVER

Hews,

rather

Route.
TIME TABLE NO. 10.
3:00 a. m
Train leaves El Paso
1:15 p. m.
Arrives at Alamogordo
7:20 p. m.
Arrives at Capitan
11:35 p. m
Arrives at Alamogordo
4:20 p. m
Arrives at El Paso
(Dally except Sunday.)
Effective November i. 1901.)
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At Tularosa For Mescalero Indian Read down.
Head up.
Kutbounu.
Agency and San Andreas mining re Westbound.

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTE

,"

gn

Rock Island

Ail-(tere-

dren?
House Hunter Yes; but they, are
yery quiet and
House Agent Oh, but I mean Have
you any children living, maflltt?
Judge.
It.
Bxemplif
"I heard Wiggleton deliver a mighty;
interesting lecture the other evening
be what are you grinning at?"
"Nothing, only Wiggleton failed in
business two days ago. Hadn't you
beard .of it? 'Chicago Tribune.
Had the rroof.
"WKat happened when you callsflfteTJ
father an ass? asked Cholly.
"I discovered that he was
responded Freddy, who had been
lifted to the sidewalk. Chicago Pally
"

&

WW

Some Eaonpe.
What does a member tit
the legislature get in your state?
Keystone That depends..., Sometimes one is sentenced for a year or
two, but more frequently lie gets off
scot-freCatholio
Standard and
Times.
House; Agent

THE

MEXICAN
CENTRAL

Buckeye

daughter.
Suitor So I will, if you let me marry
her. Sun.
'
.'.'
No Excitement.
wife believes everythlnffltSOTX
tell her."
HOLDS UP A CONGRESSMAN.
'Don't you find life mighty monoto
"At the end of the campaign," writes nous?" Brooklyn Life.
,v. '.,'', r'
Champ Clark, Missouri's brilliant con-

--

MEETING

San Francisco, Calif., Aug.
1902.
For the above occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to San Francisco and
return at a rate of $38.45 for the lound
trip; dates of sale August 4 to ?, 1902,
"Really, Copt. Bhieblazes, it was SO good
for return passage until Septem
kind of you to make me a present ot
ber 30, 1902; for particulars call on any
this little puppy," warbled Miss
"It's so like you, 'yknow." agent of the SantaH. Fe.
S. LUTZ, Agent,
Ally; Sloper.
Santa Fe, N. M.
W. 3. BLACK, G. P. A.,
She.
She shops all day and she dances all night.
Topeka, Kansas.
And she gads all around as she wishes)
to
$48.75
But her mother complains that she's never
Portland, Tacoma and Seat
found strength
tle and return, Santa Fe.
To tackle a pan lull of dishes.
,
Baltimore News.
;j; ijiij
Subscribe for the New Mexican.

Difference in Th(o;
Sister Helene To me there is Hot
another opera like "Martha." SucK
DANGEROUS IF NEGLECTED.
Burns, cuts and other wounds often soothing catchy melodies as they at
Eeally, I
fail to heal properly If neglected and lure into forgetfulness!
sores. DeWitt's know nothing 1 like better than "The
become troublesome
Last Rose."
Witch Hazel Salve prevents such conBrother Herbert Iudeed! I prefeu
sequences. Even where delay has agthe first asparagus. X. Y. Times
Witch
DeWitt's
the
Injury
gravated
Hazel Salve effects a cure. "I had a
No Time Lost,
Do you Knott!
Mrs. Seldom-Holm- e
running sore on my leg thirty years,"
says H. C. Hartly, Yankeetown, Ind. anything ubout these people that
"After using many
remedies, I tried moved' into the house next door to you
yesterday?
Mrs. Jenner Lee Ondego I know all
boxes healed the sore." Cures all skin
Mseases. Piles yield to It at once. Be. about them. They haven't put any
ware
counterfeits. Fiscner Drug Co. blinds on their windows yet. Chicago
Tribune.
-

Paso

Horao Sense.

He Warn the Real Thlnar,
Scones, having sent a stupid servant
to do an errand, wus greatly annoyed
on finding that lie had done exactly the
ujjijukiib id wnni ne naa been ordered.
"Why, you haven't common sense,"
ne remonst rated,

While Writing..
Office Supply Compaq),

It can't

Throughout

help

but do you uood

on y Dy K. g. EE Witt do .Ohlcaoo.
prepared
Thoti bottls centals: ihitisssilli lU&aalFischer Draft Co.
-

Santa Fe,

N. M.

For descriptive pamphlet, or other Infoi aatlon, call on or address.
E. P. TURNER. G P. AT
DAL vASt TBXA
R W. CURTIS, S. W. P. A. EL PASO, TEXAS

-

m

w
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MINOR CITY TOPICS

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
from
I. H. Rapp arrived this noon
Las Vegas.
A. li. Manby of Taos, was a visitor in
Santa Fe over Memorial Day.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. O'Donnel f Los
Angeles, are visiting: in Santa Fe.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Tuttle of
Ariz., are tourist visitors In Santa Fe.
Governor and Mrs. Otero, who spent
Memorial Day at Las Vegas, are expec
ted home this evening.
District Clerk A. M. Bergere will reIn
turn this evening from his ranch
eastern Valencia county.
W. S. Hopewell, Tt. L. McCance and
for1 a
A. G. Kennedy went out today
trip along the Santa Fe Central line.
home
Mrs. H. O. Bursum returned
yesterday noon from Socorro where she
attended the closing exercises of the
New Mexico School of Mines.
Miss James'L. Sellgman and children
will leave on June 8, for California
points and will visit San Francisco and
Los Angeles before returning home.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Freeman and two
children of New York, who spent the
winter in Santa Fe, have returned from
Santa Catallna, Calif., and will spend
the summer as guests at the Sanitar-lum- .

o

Ideal weather prevailed yesterday,

The boarji of county commissioners
will meet on Monday as a board of
equalization.
City council and the board of educa
tion will have their regular
monthly
A Shipment of
meetings on Monday evening.
Large posters advertising the Fourth
of July celebration ut Silver City this
year, have been posted up around town,
Letters addressed to Don Jose
Violet Leaves, Red Clover, Rose Leaves,
Cerrlllos, and Mrs. Juan Jose
Abeita, Thornton, are held at the post- American Carnation and Other Odors.
office for postage.
On Monday morning at the cathedral
Margarita, the charming daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Jose
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Rael, will
No. 330 San Francisco Street
be married to Pedro N. Lobato.
The new hall being built at Loretto
Academy is to be completed by Octo
ber 1, as on October 15, the academy
will celebrate its jubilee in the hall
John Dendahl, for 25 years employed
by A. Staab, will open a dry goods
store on San Francisco street. He has
gone east to buy a stock of goods
The Western Union reports trouble
with its wires this afternoon and
therefore the Associated Press report
of the New Mexican is cut short today,
OF PLAZA.
SOUTH
F. Mailluchet, Gus, Schaf- '
fer,',A. Boyd, Mac'ho Canon; John Fras
General W. H, Whlteman er, Colorado; Agaplto Abeyta, Mora
Adjutant
NTE.-Therare imitation baking powders sold cheap by
PRICE BAKING POWDlER CO,
returned last evening ' from Denver, Frank J. Schubert, W. T. Hill, San
many grocers. They are made from alum, a poison" IMPERIAL
81 35.
with
FLOUR, THE BEST,
CHICAGO.
Francisco.
few
the
days
he
where
spent
past
ous drug, which renders the food injurious to health.
Emil Bibo writes Hon. Amado Chaves
"
Mrs. Whlteman who has recovered from
CEREALS. '
Mrs.
a
western
trouble.
Va
of
after
that
heart
trip through
We carry a nice line of fresh Breakfast foods, which aro especially deslreable a serious attack
lencia and .Bernalillo counties, , he
Whlteman returned- with him.
at this season cf the year.
- - 15c Judge John R. McFie officiated yes found that the percentage of lambs marshal and the police are receiving
- - r0c
parade yesterday afternoon and It did
3 packages Cream of Wheat
THE NEW BAND.
Nuta, per package
- - 15c terday afternoon at the wedding of saved in those parts Is 80 per cent
as splendidly in rendering
- - - 15c Grapo
marching
much praise for their successful efforts
Imperial Breakfast Food
Force, per package
- - 15c 3 packages Ralston Food - - 50c Morris W. Skinner and Miss Jennie B. Exchange: W. G. Ashdown, Cerrlllos to preserve order and , to clear the It It a Cracker Jack and a Jim Dandy. Lone Ma; It and patriotic music as It did at the
Shredded Wheat Biscuit
Live.
court house In playing concert . selecCANNED FRUIT.
Bright of Nebraska, who are well con- J. M. Horn, Kennedy, Thomas Harris, streets of objectionable characters.
tions.
Tomorrow the new time card wilt go
Fresh fruit is scarce, of poor quality and high in price. Now is the time to use nected and intend to make their future Socorro; W. H. Carothers, Andrews; J.
new
Of
band?
Have you heard it, the
home in New Mexico.
Williams, St. Louis; A. Elgin,
CALIFORNIA CANNED FRUIT.
King. into effect on the Santa Fe railway.
Church. ABBouBcmiitsj.
course, you did, everybody did. Many
a man, Ariz.; James T. Abran, Santa Fe The
Mo
California Table Fruit, per can - 15c Extra Standard, 3 cans for - - 50c
John Virden of Albany,
in
of
are
time
the
leaving
changes
were
most
and
to
come
criticise
had
We
recommend
in
Eastern
canned
also
have
fruit
We
especially
large variety.
wealthy stockman, is the guest of Dr. Central.
of No. 1, west bound, which will leave
at the
the FERNDELL BRAND.
There will be no preaching service in Santa Fe at 3:30 o'clock In the after- ready to forgive shortcomings
and Mrs. Popplewell, having come here
At the Cathedral, tomorrow, second
first public appearance of the Capital
Anderson's Jams (first grade) 2 cans Jor '25 cents.
tomorrow. noon instead of 6 o'clock,
church
to visit 'his daughter who has been- with the Presbyterian
arriving here
exer- Sunday after Pentecost, Juno 1, 1003:
HOT WEATHER GOODS.
to conduct at 5:35 p. m., instead of at 8:20 n. m., pity Band at the commencement
Mr. and Mrs. Popplewell the past two Mr. Moore Is still unable
First mass at 6:00 a. m.; solemn mass at
cises at the court house on Thursday 9:30
Now Is the time for foods which require little or no cooking. We have an end months and has greatly improved
in service, though feeling stronger now in the leaving time of No.
a; m. and procession.
west
7,
to critmuch
wasn't
there
but
less varioty of canned fish and meats.
evening,
at
be
time
since
his
illness
than
since her arrival here.
any
Episcopal Church, Rev. W. R. Dye in
tound, which will leave Santa Fe at 6:20 icise and, very little to forgive for the
- 25c Chipped beof In cans - - 15 and 25c health
2 cans condensed soup
General gan.
Miss Freeman, daughter of
30c
Morning prayer with sermon
r. m., instead of at 6 p. m returning at
5, 10, 12'4, 20c Sllcod beef in jars
Sardines
its strong charge:
played splendidly,
and Holy Communion at 11 o'clock;
- - - 20c Henry B. Freeman, will arrive in San There will a meeting of the Woman's S:40 p. m., instead of at 10:40 p. m.; and band
exCottage, Ham or Veal Loaf - 2.e Corned beef hash
and
time
in
precision
being
points
evening prayer at 5 o'clock. Public cor15c ta Fe from Washington, some time be Relief Corps at Carleton Post hall on
K-- ft
Veafor Cottage Loaf - - 25c Beef Salad
the leaving time of No. 8, east bound,
invited.
pression. Not that the band's playing
- - - 30c tween June 1 and June 15, to be the Monday, June 2, at 3 o'clock. There will inwhich
- Lunch Cove Oysters
12aC Ferndell Shrimps
will leave at 9:10 p. m., Instead is above criticism, but any criticism dially
Guadalupe church, tomorrow, second
guest for the summer of Governor and be initiation of candidates for member of at 8:40 p. m . arriving here at 11:29 p. would have to be on minor
HAY, GRAIN, FEED AND POTATOES.
technical Sunday after Pentecost, first Sunday of
We are large handlers of these products and can give you best goods at very low Mrs. M. O. Otero. Miss Freeman is a ship. Matters of especial interest to the m., instead of at 10:40 p. in. From to- points which only a musican can make tho month, there will be only one mass
niece of Mrs. Otero.
corpB will be discussed.
r.ici row on tne caiiiornia jnyer win no or appreciate. Professor
prices.
Slegner, the at 7 a. m.; vespers and benediction of
3
HIGH GRADE COFFEE.
Rev. W. A. Cooper,
pastor of St. Leandro Sena, aged 20 years and of run only twice a week, instead of every leader, as well as the 25 or more stal- the Blessed Sacrament at T p. m. Adrien
- 40c John's Methodist Episcopal church, and months, died yesterday at the home
&
cans por-t- b
:
day, thus bringing In eastern map only wart young men, including
Chase & Sanborn's Seal brand Java and Mocha,
several Rabeyrolle, pastor.
a
- 40c a member of the board of regents of his parents, Julio Sena and wife,
- . ife tb
on Mondays and Thursdays tk noon of Santa Pe's businessmen,
Ferndell Java & Mocha Coffee,
cans, per-f- c
St. John's Methodist
well
as
Episcopal
took and from the west on Wednesdays and
;,c the New Mexico
Ferndell Albion Blond high grade Coffee, pcr-rRodriguez. The funeral
College of of Agricul
as Miss Addie Schormoyer, who played Church, San Francisco Street: Sunday;
25c
&
Our Own Coffee, In
from
the
forenoon
cans, per-tcathedral,
this
east
Mechanic Arts, left last even place
Saturdays at noon. No. 2, for the
the cornet with the band on Thursday school at 10 a. m. No preaching service.
1.00 ture and
Our Leader Mocha & Java, lb cans, per can
the Interment was made in Rosario ceme as heretofore, will leave at 9:40 a. m,
ing for Mesilla Park to deliver
can well be proud of the suc- No Junior League. ; Union meeting of
evening,
baccalaureate address to the graduates tery.
returning at 11:50 a. m. Eastern mail cess they achieved at their r perform- the Ep worth League and the Christian
Probate Clerk Manuel Delgado today will continue to come in on No. 17 ev ance.
of the Agricultural College tomorrow.
Endeavor at the Presbyterian church;
Wholesale and Retail Dealer
recorded a deed by Julian Padilla to ery evening
the east and north,
Io
of
F.
John
Lacey
Representative
The band already has a large repor-tolr- e Prayer meeting on Wednesday at 8 p.
In the Following Specialties
In and on No. 2, every noon
land
of
a
for
Maria
the
from
Gonzales,
parcel
wa, chairman of the house committee
of modern classic selections and it m. Rev. W. A. Cooper.
No. 4, consideration $50. and a south and west. The
Lamy branch is to be
on public lands, will visit Santa Fe prectnet
"Qooa tor Ton Eyss."
Hardhoped that the enthusiasm
to
Harness,
Maria
of
Fe
instead
the City
Santa
Guns, Pistols, Ammunition, Trimmings,
train will make four daily trips
time this summer. He wants to deed by
will not.
To look In the Ice box at the
n
in precinct No. 4.
on. The which led to its organization
lot
a
tomorrow
for
from
Gonzales
of
three
ware, Tinware, Crockery, Glassware, Boots, Shoes, some
only
over
to
take a trip to New Mexico
go
die out, but that the Capital City Band where they keep all kinds of good
Fe railway today announ
post- The
mails
at
the
time
for
the
Santa
closing
Hats, Clothing, Carpets, Plated Ware, Watches. Clocks,
the ground of the proposed Pjarito
exthings to eat. We handle anything In
ces the following low rates for summer office will be half an hour before train may prosper as long as Santa. Fe
Jewelry, Gems, Fireworks, Stationery, Toys and NoCliff Dwellers' Park, 20 miles west of
season In eastern, western and southists and that is probably forever.
to
Colora
Fe
from
time.
Santa
travel
tourist
leaving
tions, Japanese Goods, Pipes, Cigars, Tobacco, Curtains Santa 'Fe. He will Introduce a bill to do points: Denver $22.55; Colorado
The band played in the Memorial Day ern markets. Come and see us.
and a Full Line of Musical Instruments and
set aside that region for a national
on
Tickets
$17.55.
Pueblo
119.55,
Springs
Also Oils, Paints and Glass Keot on Hand : : ; : :
park and push it through at the short sale
daily and good for return passage
All Goods
session of congress In December.
until October 31.
The Outing Season is nn.
DIAMONDS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY
Engraved
Miss Pinkie Ford, who for the past
Fair weather is predicted for this
Free of Cos
year has efficiently filled the position of evening and tomorrow. The maximum
Guns, Tents, Outing Supplies, New
and stenographer for the sun
some
is
where
feel
de- That
88
Silver
Clocks,
Table
was
people
Toilet
and
Goods,
Novelties,
Optical
Jewelry
Sterling
Ware, .
temperature yesterday
and Second Hand, for Sale or Rent
New Mexican Printing
Company, left ftrooe, tho maximum ehedo iftmporatupe
voo-all tho time.
Cut Glass, Fine China, Mexican Caned Leather Goods, Belts, Purses, Card Cases
7G
the minimum temperature
J. H, BLAIN, Santa Fe, N. AL last evening for her home at Las asCruc
They are likely to be despondent
ste 50 degrees, the
es. She has accepted a position
YOU WILL FIND WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE
LINE IN THE SOUTHWEST
temperature at 6 o'clock
degrees,
and it is not unusual to find them
nngrapher for the New Mexico College this morning 49 degrees.
Arts at The young people of St. John's Meth borrowing trouble as if they hadn't
of Agriculture and Mechanic
Mesilla Park, which sbe will assume odist Episcopal church realized
$76.90
enough already.
next week. Miss Ford made many
yesterday through their Ice crenm and
The fact is their kidneys are
Fe
friends during her stay in Santa
will
The
festival.
money
strawberry
THE ORIGINAL
who wish her abundant success in her go toward the
either naturally or because
weak,
the
fund
for
building
new position.
church building in course of erection on of sickness, . exposure, worry or
ee
Miss Alice Perry of Now York is visit- Don Gaspar avenue.
other influences.
MLOXrm TE33,
Benjamin Gold.
ing her brothor-in-laThis forenoon seven passenger trains
"I am thankful to say," writes J. L. Camp- J. S. CANDELARIO, Prop.
JAKE GOLD, Manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Stearns intend to re- from the east delayed by washouts In
All of Our Goods and Work Will be Found Just as
main In Santa Fcand have taken rooms Kansas, passed Lamy and brought the ball, of Sycamore, 111., "that Hood's Sarsap
Represented
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
rlUa has cured me. For
years I wl
on Johnson street.
first eastern mail since Tuesday noon troubled with backache. many
so
I
At
was
times
Hon. C. F. Easley left last evening on The washout on the Santa Fe in Kan
bad I had to be helped from the bed or chair
a business trip to Las Vegas. He will
sas has not yet been repaired and the I am now well and strong and free from pain.
return this evening.
What this great medicine did for him it hsi
trains were run over the Missouri-P- a
Among Las Vegas visitors lu Santa cific to Pueblo, Colo.
done for others.
Mrs.
II.
II.
were
and
Fe
Mr.
yesterday
The Best Place to Buy Navajo Blankets, Indian and Mexican Potterv,
At Albuquerque yesterday tho Santa
A.
Mcnnott
Romero,
Stearns,
Eugenio
in
and
all
Cliff
Fact
Sons
from
the
Relics
Dwellings, IndianBaskets,
Fe Central team defeated
the Albu
and J. P. Elliot.
Can' Be Found at Our Store
of Curios of Indian and Mexican-MakBrowns by a score of 8 to 3, Promises to cure and
querque
to
McKenzio
intends
leave
Reginald
keeps the
:
:
:
:
SANTA FE, N. M. next week on a pleasure trip to Califor- Up to the 6th inning, the Albuquerque
P. 0. BOX 346
treatment
with
Begin
promise.
nia. His sister, Miss Uortense, intends team had not even scored. Rhodes
to leave for California seaside resort? pitched for Santa Fe. The Santa
Fe Hood's today.
some time in August. .
Central team returned home last even
San Francisco Street, Corner .Burro-AlleMr. and Mrs. J. P. McNulty, and ing with their manager, W. E. Martin,
Mrs. McNultv's sister, Mrs. L. C. How-le- Jubilant over their
over
the
victory
ESTABLISHED 7859
V
TOBACCO SPIT
of Turqueso, spent yesterday In
Browns.
and SMOKE
Santa Fe. Mr. McNulty was one of the Albuquerque
Wholesale and Retail Dealar In
The first mail for 72 hours from Den
Your Llfeawavl
ABE OQI.1I
aides of tliO'Memorial Day parade.
WHISKIES AND BRANDIES
LEMP'S KEG BEER
it
cured of anv farm nf tnharm
yer and Colorado points arrived over You canbebemade
2 Drinks for 10 Cents
each
2 of those large glasses 60 each
well, strong, magnetic, full of
11
Archbishop Peter Bourgade returned the Santa Fe on Thursday evening, but easily,
an
new
life
and
vizor
bv
taking
IMPORTED WINES
la?t evening from visits to the congregamates wale men strong. Many gain
CIGARS LEADING BRANDS.
'
2 Drinks for 10 Ceats
tions at Las Vegas, San Miguel, Santa no Denver mail arrived over the Santa mat pounds
in ten days. Over BOO, uuu
mall
Colorado
Fe
last
red.
evening, although
All druggists. Cure guaranteed. Boole.
each Rosa and other places where ho adOALIFORNIA WINES
Dry Climate 2 for 18Jtfc
came In over the Denver and Rio Its "5.4. advice FREB. Address STEIi
ministered the rite of confirmation.1
"
"
2 Drinks for 6 Cents
&8M8DY CO., Chicago or New York.
Xing Coal 2 for 12Kc 437
Grande. No eastern mail since Tues
"
BOTTLED CALIFORNIA WINES
Judge N. B. Laughlin and Juan
Prince Hal 2 for 12c
Navajo Indian Blankets, Moqui Indian Blankets, Yaqui Indian Blankets
noon
the
reached
the
Santa
Fe
until
wollknown
latter
Taos
day
today.
"
Chimallo Indian Blankets, Apache Indian Baskets, Pima Indian Baskets,
2 1 ijt bottles for 2 5o
"
Other brands 2 for 5c
banker, made a trip to Trinidad, Colo Washouts In Kansas and on Raton pass
Papago Indian Baskets, Maricopa Indian Baskets, Pueblo Inndian Baskets,
EXPORT LEMP'S BEER
No extra charge made for clear water rado, this week, upon their return to are to be blamed for these delays.
Guadalajara Indien Baskets, Acomo Indian Pottery, Pima Indian Pottery
"
2
bottles for 25o
Santa Fe, Mr. Santistevan, left for his
and matches.
Tomorrow the annual Corpus ChriBtl
Papago Indian Pottery, Cocbiti Indian Pottery, San Ildefonso, Indian Pot- - .
PJLUE RIBBON BEER
home at Taos.
tery, Santa Cla-- Indian Pottery, Zuna (ancient) Indian Pottery, GuadalaThe above prices are subject to change
"
bottles for 35c
2
Indian Pottery, Bows and Arrows, Tora-ToG. Wilkes, master mechanic tion
Arthur
jara
Dtuma, War Clubs, Buck-Bki- n
"
win
2
take pace, The proceBslon
bottles for 20c
after the 1st day of January, 1903.
Beaded Goods, Dance Rattles, Burnt Leather and Buckskin Goods,
of the Santa Fe Gold and Copper com
will start from the cathedral after
Hammered
Silver
Navajo
pany at San Pedro, spent yesterday and
Jewelry, Mexican Jewelry.
Dug Out Idols, PotJ. E. LACOJVIE,
street: tt yon bfcven't ft regular, healthy morement of thi
tery, etc.t from the Cliff Dwellings. Our Specialty: Mexican Drawn Work
today in Santa Fe. He says the smelter across mass, pass up Cathedral
nt will It
Knn wmi
the river to the Canon road,, tol knult avaiMr ilnv vmi'i-at San Pedro will resume as soon as
Tho smooth'
io or Dill DOison. is danirerous.
street to vet,ntohvi
there is a rise In copper.
ueieraao street, on neie-arteasic
J. B. Harper, superintendent of Irri Palace avenue and down Palace aven Clear m cieaa o hu
PLEASURE TO THE BUTCHER CRISP AND BROWN
,
RANDY
gation for the Pueblo Indians, has re- ue to the cathedral. This Is the largest
:
PLEASURE TO THE BUYER.
AND WHOLESOME
turned from Washington, where he had and most impressive of the annual pro
gone to work for an appropriation of fessions for which Santa Fe Is noted.
We watch the meat we boy. It coat so
We make the bait loaf bread yon ever
883,000 for the construction of extensive
Work on the new residence of County
nraoh yon should have the best quality and ate. It it a combination of care in
irrigation works for the ZunV Pueblo Commissioner Arthur ;
making
Sellgman, now
Indians.
helare pf the Neatest good in; buying. and judgment in baking. Light enoneh to
on Upper Palace avenue
erected
being:
Jacob Weltmer received a telegram
We BUY as LOW at we 0AN and SELL aa be wholesome and substantial
enough to b&
this forenoon stating that Miss Alice under the supervision of Architect W.
LOW as we DARE so that our patrons get pleating and strengthening.
It it jutt
H.
la
Wherry,
Atkinson is on her way to Santa Fe
progressing: very rapidly.
the benefit and we try aa hard av possible brown enongb to look right and taste right-Atrifrom her trip abroad and a prolonged and satisfactorily and the residence will
to satisfy eaoh and every one
will convinoe you of its meritt
EAT 'EM LIKE CANDY
s
visit to her old Massacbussetts home, be finished ahout Jul v 1 . Tt will h hnllf
Good, Do Good,
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent. Taste
but Is being delayed at Dodge City, in colonial style ana will be very Com- - II Nerer
cent!
10,
and
or
5,
Weaken,
a
Sicken,
Will Be Found Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trade.
Urlpe.
We
have
WAGON
HUKEY
on
from
not
the
a
POLICE
tree
booklet
at
of
washouts
the
box.
and
the
sample,
Santa mrvllniiB and
rlte for
Kansas, by
STATION, but
nrnnV
Tho
-jour disposal,
" w. P"
ueaicn. aaaross
Fe railway.
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled :
:
:
:
on It is of the best and most durable stedxiko besedt cosrmr, caicioo.r sswtobi.
from the STORE that tries to make its delivery system the subject of oommenda- -and very highly commended.
KEEP YOUR BLOOD CLEAN
W. R.
tion instead of complaint. Want anything in a hurry we will
IN. M.
THE SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILWAY.
Palace: Otto P. Schruder, Boston; J.
get it to yon.

J LIST

RECEIVED

s,

Palmer's Latest Perfumes

Mon-toy-

a,

,

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

TRY

TRY THEP!

TIP1!

H. B. CARTWRIGHT & BRO.
No. 4 BAKERY.
SIDE

Groceries, Feed and Crockery,

Superlative
in

strength
and purity

Bon-To-

Impmyes ifie flavor and adds
to ihi iwaiihiMness of the food.

n:

e.

r.O-l-

-

-

'-

-

1- -tb

tb

-ft

Mar-celin-

1- -lb

--

b

l-- flr

---

b

tt)

---

---

iin

Bon-To-

'

Fixtures

The Small
of the Back

jr

book-keep-

THE 0 LD CURIO STORE
Jake Gold" Curio Store

OPALS AND TURQUOIS LOOSE

Mexican and Indian Curios

PlCZf

Hood's Sarsaparilla

South Side
of Plaza

GOLD'S

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

THE OXFORD CLUB
Price Irist.

DON'T

TO-BA-

DEST FOR THE

1--

1--

a

m

DOWELS

1-- pt

Proprietor.

111

1
I

:

....

Th

Indian and pexican (Curios

-

Wines!

,

at "OUR PLACE"

tit:

CO

PRICE, Prop.

Santa Fe,

..u.,",.. ......

m ,n

R S.

"

DAVIS COMPANY

los; .J. P. Elliott, A. Mennet, Las Ve- gas; W. S. Baker, El Paso; C. A.
NEW BOODSI PHONE 53
of the:charles, Milton. Pa.: George Welnert. NEW STORE!
SAN FRANCISCO STREET
SANTA FE
Santa Fe Central Railway arrived this Gallup; i. Law. C. A. Carruthi Antonl- San
mornlngfrom Kennedy and left again to; N. P. Graham, A. G. Wilkes,
this afternoon. lie brought with him Pedro; H. H. Stearns and wife. Las Ve- H. Wilkerson. New York; A. A.
;
splendid phptographsof the construction
work In progress and of Kennedy, taken Keen, Santa Fe; 3. Shelton, St. Louis;
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
with a panorama camera. He reports J. R. Elliott, Denver; C. Hiner, St. Jo- one
mile of the heaviest work has aenh- Riivmin nnmimi t.
a
I that
been completed from Kennedy toward u
, .p
'
,
Santa Fe. There are several big rock '
and
Clty Marshal Cicero Weldner
cuts In this stretch. The piles for all
yesterday
the bridges between Kennedy and Vega Policeman Antonio Ortega
Blanca have been driven and the com- - arrested the following and lodged them Call and examine my stockjand prices.
pletlon of the telegraph line from Tor- - In jail: J. P. Roberts, Francisco Garcia,
8 lbs Arbuckle Coffee...... ..1. 00
ranee to Santa Fe Is delayed only by the Roberto Johnson and Luciano Carnm.
16 lbs Granulated Sugar. ... : 1.00
of the cross arms for tho nni. for betnlr drunk:
Lizzie Quler.
Best Java Coffee per pound. v. .30 .
Water has been struck at several .vi Ui t,,
..
.n,- - iw veins
' ' Fresh Butter, Eggs and Cheese
Curies Wagner, Pactical Bmbalmer.
y mgKH aim ahuo.. iMIUCl
,
... ...
,
,
places where deep wells have been drill- "
always on band at bottom- prices.
"no Y""10 ?'""u lul
Picture Pram and Xoldiaga aHorta aad XaafM
ed but at Torrance thus far no water
will
Johnson
Alarld
and
arrest.
' Orooda Bold om
has been struck although drilling Is in 8lstlnK
Framea Kada to Order
Baay Fayamemta
progress and there is no aoubt that ne given a nearing on jaonuay,
10.
.
San Francisco
Telephone
a good water supply will be nola has appealed to the district court
secured..
v.. and the others paid their fine. The city, CATRON BLOCK, SANTA FE.
Night Calls Answered from ResUanca Telaphotre No. " "
G. Kennedy, chief engineer

mm w?m

Staple and Faocy

f8-8-

tiPinim tinv

CrTAlL

1

GRAIN, POTATOES,

'

'"

TIECI(AS.VAGpEl FURJIITDIC

vas

Uaiiudiiiier ana

Funeral Director.

non-arriv-

SALT and SEEDS.

'er.y,

.

ueunpa-eventual-

Only Exclusive Orain House

In

City.

-

ly

GEO. ANTON

Street.

CO

